They rode for a Fall! To win - they took all =
A = is for Adventist = who tried to be the Head =
B = is for Billy = who planned it = they said =
C = is for Catholic = they came in the Fall =
A B C = that proved their downfall =
3-Fold was the Union = Heavy was the Breed =
'Twas the Horse of Death = the Ecumenical Steed.

They never won a Race = they never will =
They tried it with Adolph = they backed Kaiser Bill =
They may try to deny it = in fact they surely will =
But that changes nothing = it's over the Hill =

Their new Jockey was Billy = that will never do =
He always was Silly = drinking the Babylon brew =
But down they went = to win the Race =
It all turned out = one big Disgrace =
Winner take all = they went for a Fall =

If you have any Money = don't waste it on them! 

Their training is Wrong = it is not Pure =
They will lose again = and that is for Sure!
(I want to try something here that I have wanted to Test out for a long Time. These are "Direct Image Masters" = that can be put right in the Press = without the Photograph or Xerox Process = to make a Plate. This is a Special Glossy-sheen Cardboard finish = that works Fine = if you do not get Acids mixed together and cut that Sheen.)

(And if you know how to keep the Blue-Etch from taking off the Carbon-Ribbon typing. So you have to sit down for an Hour or two and make that Master all over again.)

(This IS A TEST = in which I will refer to some one as "SHE" = after I give her name = ONCE. So if she does not wish her Name used in this Context or at this Time = she can tell me so = and I can wipe out the NAME. Therefore I use the Name = only ONCE = so I only have to remove it, or cover it up = ONCE.)

(This is the first Time I am testing this = and I have gone far enough already to be able to tell you - YES = it does work. The Copy is Excellent. In Fact = the thing that I did not think possible = to make 2 or 3 Copies = IS POSSIBLE. This will help in preparing a Paper = send the Copy to the one concerned = ask them if that can be used that way = WITH or WITHOUT = their Name.)

(There is Danger in using too many Carbons = as the Typing may be sunk in too deeply in the Master = to do the best Offsetting. But to be able to do ONE = will be a big Help. Now I will be able to ask "HER" = if her Name can remain. So no one can guess WHO she is = I will also avoid giving her Itinerary = or its purpose.)

With this as a "Foreword" = we can begin with "LETTERS" that should have been Printed long before. If I use a Nom de Plume = it is because I am not SURE if I SHOULD give the Name. So in writing in = will you be SURE to tell me IF your Name can be used = or if NOT = ?? That will save much Time + Bother. Thank you.

I ALSO WARN YOU = if you are a Writer = and send out Papers that may lead the Flock astray = I do NOT ask your Permission to use your Name = I USE it. As Sr. White did = ALWAYS. The Brother "X-Y-Z" you see in the Testimonies = was NOT in the ORIGINALS = the full NAME was spelled out = EVERY TIME = as it is in the Bible. It was the URIAH SMITHS who hid their own NAMES.

THE PUBLISHER.
 PHONE CALL = July 5, 1975 = Mary Rock Smith of California. Her Report + Evaluation of present conditions as she found them in 1975 = is what I found in 1974. So I value her Judgment of the following:

(3) The LOUD CRY is a SHAKING in the World. Before that =
(2) The MIDNIGHT CRY is a SHAKING in the Church. " " =
(1) The LITTLE COMPANY in the LIGHT is SHAKEN =

THAT TIME IS NOW =

"God is sifting his people. He will have a clean + holy people. We cannot read the Heart of man. But he has provided means to keep the church pure. A CORRUPT PEOPLE has arisen who could not live with the people of God. THEY DESPISED REPROOF, and would not be corrected. They had an opportunity to know that their warfare WAS AN UN-\nRIGHTOUS ONE. They had time to REPENT of their wrongs; but SELF was too dear to die. They NOURISHED it, and it grew STRONG, and they SEPARATED from the peculiar people of God, whom he was PURIFYING unto himself. WE ALL HAVE REASON TO THANK GOD that a way has been opened to save the \+(real)\+ CHURCH, for the WRATH of God must have come upon us, IF THESE CORRUPT INDIVIDUALS HAD REMAINED WITH US. Every HONEST one \+(they only come by "ONES!\")\+= that may be deceived by these DISAFFECTED ONES, will have the TRUE LIGHT in regard to them IF EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN has to visit them, and enlighten their minds. We have NOTHING TO FEAR in this matter.

AS WE NEAR THE JUDGMENT =

"As we near the Judgment all will manifest their true CHARACTER, and it will be made plain to what COMPANY they BELONG. The sieve is going; let us not say, Stay thy hand, O God. We know not the heart of man. The CHURCH \+(of honest souls. AA 11-2.)\+ must be PURGED, and will be... The JUDGMENT is to set, and the books OPENED, and we JUDGED according to our DEEDS." SG 2:201-2. 1T:100.

"God has bidden you to go FORWARD to PERFECTION... The word is: Go forward; discharge your own INDIVIDUAL duty, and leave all CONSEQUENCES in the hands of God... We must share the CONFLICTS if we wear the crown of VICTORY. Like Jesus, we must be made PERFECT through SUFFERING... All these solemn admonitions will either make THE CHURCH better or decidedly WORSE... "Because I have called, and ye REFUSED..."

(Read this = all "SUFFERING" AWAKENERS! See how long God will "SUFFER" on account of YOU! Read this = all "GOD

=2=


NEVER DESTROYS ANYONE = LEST HE BE IN "NATURE" NO BETTER THAN THE DEVIL" = this blasphemous PRESUMPTION + supreme NONSENSE = from the Fred Wright AWAKENERS = it is Time ye heard the Word of the Lord = ye PRESUMPTUOUS BOASTERS =)

"Because I have called, and ye REFUSED... and would NONE of my REPROOF: I also will LAUGH at your CALAMITY; I will MOCK when your FEAR cometh; when your FEAR cometh as de-solation, and your DESTRUCTION cometh as a WHIRLWIND... Then shall they CALL upon Me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me early, but they shall not find me; (for they wanted: "FAITH ALONE!" and "ONLY Believe!")=

"...for that they HATED KNOWLEDGE, and did not choose the FEAR of the Lord: they would none of my counsel: they DESPISED all My REPROOF."... You know not the TIME of your VISITATION... have a NAME to LIVE while they are spiritually DEAD... The man whom God is leading will be DISSATISFIED with himself." 5T:71-3. 1882.

UPON THE FOREHEAD =
"The Angel is to place a MARK upon the forehead of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROY-ING Angel will follow, to slay utterly both old + young... then you will be SILENT. You will not have ONE WORD to say in VINDICATION of your course. You will stand GUILTY, CONDEMNED, and HOPELESS, unless you NOW put away your SINS, make diligent WORK of REPENTANCE, and clothe your-self in the Robe of Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS... "To him that OVERCOMETH will I grant to sit with Me in My throne... Are you OVERCOMING? or are you being OVERCOME by your own LUSTS + APPETITES + PASSIONS?... if you CHOOSE the society of those who are the ENEMIES of Christ, do you expect God to work a MIRACLE to keep you from yielding to Satan's power? EVIL ANGELS are gathering about your soul, but they are INVITED GUESTS... Until you have the RESOLUTION to OBEY God's will you CANNOT have His guid-ance... He expects you to RECOGNIZE the ENEMY + to RE- SIST him... PURE RELIGION has to do with the WILL. The WILL is the GOVERNING POWER in the NATURE of man... If you FIGHT the fight of Faith with all your WILL POWER, you will CONQUER. Your FEELINGS, your IMPRESSIONS, your EMOTIONS, are not to be TRUSTED, for they are UNRELIABLE, especially with your PERVERTED IDEAS... But you need not DESPAIR. You must be DETERMINED to BELIEVE... YOUR WHOLE NATURE will then be brought under the CONTROL of the Spirit o Christ... YOU CAN CONTROL THE WILL." 5T:505-14.
REPLY TO INTERESTING LETTERS:


Do you have any papers that explain the Events that happen starting with the small Time of Trouble and leading to the End?... keeps saying that we are in the Time of Trouble + I can't see how we can be since the Sunday Law hasn't come yet. I'd appreciate anything you have on this.... California.

REPLY:

I will send you a Packet of the 18 Papers we put out in the last 18 months. And if you want to go back further than that = ask for packet of Mimeographed papers.

This Packet that I am sending you is a Souvenir Packet sent to those who write in as well as those on the Regular List who want this Souvenir Packet before they are all gone. To loan out, send out, re-read or check what you might have missed first time round.

TIME OF TROUBLE:

We are now swinging into ARMAGEDDON = and the Events in their Order. This Order has been Interrupted by URIAH SMITH = the Adventist False Prophet par Excellent. Who had the General Conference appoint him as the Head of a Committee of 5 = to CORRECT the Testimonies. EGW-MR 65,80. VOP-TC 62. This is one of the first things he tackled. We here Document the Proof:

"The EVENTS connected with the Close of Probation + the work of PREPARATION for the Time of Trouble, are clearly brought to view. But MULTITUDES have no more understanding of these important Truths than if they had never been revealed. Satan watches to catch away every Impression that would make them WISE... and the Time of Trouble will find them UNREADY." 1884 SoP 4:412. GC 594.

FORCE:

Note carefully every word I say = for I am noting carefully every word I say. As to FORCE:

There is no FORCE = there is no SUNDAY LAW = there is no LOUD CRY = there is in fact not even the MIDNIGHT CRY as given in its Finality (for the Midnight Cry applies in various Times + Places = but there is a FINAL ONE = for, when given = "The Door was Shut." COL 406.)

No Sunday Law, no Force = and the Door was "SHUT!"

As in the Days of Noah = SHUT = on a clear Day.
THE GREAT + IRREVOCABLE TRUTH IS =

YOU KNOW [1] There is a Midnight Cry.

YOU KNOW [2] NO DIFFERENCE could be seen between WISE + FOOLISH before this moment. COL 408.

YOU KNOW [3] Now a difference is seen. A DIFFERENCE so GREAT = that the WHEAT separates from the TARES = the GOLD from the DROSS in the Church = the WISE from the FOOLISH = you know this.

YOU KNOW [4] There is only ONE DIFFERENCE. It is over the Question of OIL. You either have it, or you do not.

YOU KNOW [5] That there is no obtaining it in this Hour.

YOU KNOW [6] That the FOOLISH do TRY - they TRY with all their Might. Something they should have done long before = but now the Saddest Words on mortal Tongue: "TOO LATE!" In their Confusion = they go the WRONG WAY.

YOU KNOW [7] That while they go to "BUY!" = the Door is "SHUT!" COL 406.

YOU KNOW [8] That when they come to the Door - it is "SHUT!"

YOU KNOW [9] That the great final Test for them is not FORCE, or SUNDAY LAW = the great final Test for them is "OIL!" = they either HAVE it or they DO NOT.

DO THEY OBTAIN IT IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR = ???

YOU KNOW [10] That they DO NOT + they CAN NOT! "The Great Final Test comes at the Close of (Adventist) human Probation, when it will be TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied." COL 412. 3T:271. 1T:417. TM 235.

Then what was this ridiculous Quacking by Brinsmead = that you COULD = MUST = WILL = obtain OIL (which is Character! TM 234.) = in the TOO LATE MIDNIGHT HOUR = !!!

Now switching over with Wright in March + May 1972 = in line with BABYLONIAN-DEGREED HEPPENSTALL = to the twice ridiculous Quacking = that CHARACTER (OIL - TM 234.) will be OBTAINED = ATTAINED = OR WHATEVER = when Maxwell's Christ-Messiah comes = !!!

YOU KNOW [11] That the MIDNIGHT CRY is before the LOUD CRY.

YOU KNOW [12] That the MIDNIGHT CRY swells into the LOUD CRY. That the MIDNIGHT CRY and the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS is ONE. That this is the EARLY RAIN that all must partake of without which they can have NO PART in the LATTER RAIN. SM 1:196. RH A3:239,443. A4:467. LS 336,425. 6T:77,400-1. TM 399.

YOU KNOW [14] That the Top of the page = EW 271 = we see the little "COMPANY" that gave the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans" = this little "COMPANY" are SEALED at Top of page = EW 271 = BEFORE the "LOUD CRY" which FOLLOWS and is found at the Bottom of that page.

THEREFORE we conclude = that the Saints have NO FEAR of any SUNDAY LAW or any LOUD CRY or any ARMAGEDDON or any other TROUBLE or TIME of TROUBLE or PLAGUES or DEATH or ANYTHING = because they cannot Die = they are SEALED!

THEREFORE = the MIDNIGHT CRY is of ALL-IMPORTANCE because NO OIL will or can be obtained, attained, formed, found, bought = AFTER the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY which is the MIDNIGHT CRY. (References already given under [12].)

THEREFORE = it can only be a Son of the Devil who from 1960 to 1972 promised OIL-CHARACTER in the TOO-LATE MIDNIGHT JUDGMENT HOUR = RDB-GE P 206-7.

RDB-GE P 206-7 = "Go ye OUT to meet Him." To heed this call will mean the SEAL of God. A failure to respond will mean the MARK OF THE BEAST; for those who refuse to ENTER into the SECOND APARTMENT..."

QUESTION = do ANY of the 10 Virgins "FAIL TO RESPOND" in any Bible or any Testimonies? Do not the Foolish if anything RESPOND MORE than the WISE = ???

QUESTION = and while you are pondering that Question = ponder this one also = how can anyone "REFUSE TO ENTER" the "SECOND APARTMENT" when it is CLOSED to them at this Time = !!! THERE IS NO MORE PROBATION = for Adventists at this Time = !!!

QUESTION = and while you are pondering those two Questions, ponder a Third = if one is not clear on the answer to the above Questions = how come when in March + May of 1972 = when Wright + Brinsmead swung over to Heppenstall = and Probation OPENED for the British Fabian Society and Maxwell so that CHARACTER-NATURE is now given as a "GIFT" when Christ-Messiah comes =

QUESTION = how could any Testimony-Believer or Third Angel's Message-Believer = fall for that one = ???

QUESTION = how could this Pied-Piper of Australian Hamelin boast 6 months later that 95% barely missed a Beat = and Marched right after him = ANYWAY = !!!

If ever a people were shown up - they were.

=6=
"I have been shown that you were cherishing erroneous views in regard to the future, views savoring of the pernicious sentiments of the Age-to-Come... You do not make a right application of Scripture. When Jesus rises up in the Most Holy Place, and lays off His mediatorial garments, and clothes Himself with the garments of vengeance in place of the priestly attire, the work for sinners will be DONE. The period of time will then come when the mandate will go forth: "He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he that is righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still. And behold, I come quickly; and My reward is with Me, to give EVERY MAN according as his work shall be."

"Men will be judged according to the measure of Light given them. None will be accountable for their Darkness and their Errors if the Light has not been brought to them. They have not sinned in not accepting what has not been given them. All will be tested BEFORE Jesus leaves His position in the Most Holy Place. THE PROBATION OF ALL CLOSES when the pleading for sinners is ended + the garments of vengeance are put on."

"Many entertain the view that PROBATION is granted after Jesus LEAVES His work as mediator in the Most Holy Apartment. THIS IS THE SOPHISTRY OF SATAN. God TESTS + PROVES the world... PREVIOUS to the Coming of Christ. CHARACTERS are then FORMED FOR LIFE or Death. But the PROBATION of those who choose to live a life of sin... CLOSES when Christ's ministration CEASES just previous to His appearing in the Clouds of Heaven."

"Those who love the World, and whose minds are CARNAL and at enmity with God, will FLATTER themselves that A PERIOD OF PROBATION will be granted AFTER Christ appears in the Clouds of Heaven. THE CARNAL HEART, which is so averse to submission + obedience, will be deceived with this PLEASING VIEW. Many will remain in CARNAL SECURITY + continue in Rebellion against God, FLATTERING themselves that there is then to be a period of REPENTANCE of sin and an opportunity for them to accept the Truth which now is UNPOPULAR + crossing to their NATURAL INCLINATION and desires. When they have NOTHING to venture, NOTHING to lose, by yielding OBEDIENCE to Christ + the Truth, they think they will take their CHANCE for Salvation." 2T:690-2.
LOVE UNLIMITED = ???
(It seems necessary at Times = it seems so few know
this = the Teaching of the Awakening fester + clowns,
and now Grotheer chiming in to add to the Din = "...
nowhere in the Bible is it taught that the forces resi-
dent in the body are CHANGED till the second coming of
Christ." p.2. "WE-YOU AND ME-AND RIGHTEOUSNESS" =
"WATCHMAN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT?" Dec. 1974.)

(As in the Beginning of the Movement = as History is
Repeated = the 'AGE-TO-COME' Theory is again propogated,
and defended. This is called:"The corrupting influence
of SPIRITUALISM." 1T:343. It is likened to a Train =
going with the Speed of Lightning. EW 262-6,88. It is
the Doctrine of UNIVERSALISM. It is the MAXWELL BOOK.
"Satan has originated FABLES with which to deceive...
PROBATION after the Coming of Christ, are fast becom-
ing POPULAR FABLES... the corrupting influences of
SPIRITUALISM... Satan holds them by his power... The
ONLY WAY for such poor souls to OVERCOME Satan, is to
DISCERN between PURE BIBLE TRUTH + FABLES. As they ACK-
NOWLEDGE the claims of Truth, they place themselves
where they can be HELPED... It will be a close Conflict." 
1T:342-4.)

(Woven throughout the Web + Woof of SPIRITUALISM is the
basic Tenant that the LAW cannot, need not = be kept =
for Character-Nature will be "CHANGED" when Christ comes.
This is the Soul-Blighting Doctrine called:"PROCRASTINA-
TION." "Destroy, O Lord, and divide their Tongues...
Let death seize upon them... God shall hear, and afflict
them, even He that abideth of Old, Selah. BECAUSE THEY
HAVE NO CHANGES, therefore they fear not God." Psa.55:
9-19. So they teach:"LOVE above LAW." "LOVE UNLIMITED."
"SPIRITUALISM in its more refined + intellectual aspects,
... comes to men,,, AS AN ANGEL OF LIGHT... and he en-
lists the affections by his eloquent portrayals of LOVE
and CHARITY... This is PROGRESS, not UPWARD, but DOWN-
WARD.... "by BEHOLDING, we become CHANGED"... If SELF
is his loftiest ideal, he will never attain to anything
more exalted. Rather, he will constantly sink LOWER and
LOWER... MULTITUDES eagerly accept Teachings that leave
them at liberty to obey the promptings of the CARNAL
heart. The reins of self-control are laid upon the neck
of Lust... and Satan exultingly sweeps into his net =8=


THOUSANDS who PROFESS to be followers of Christ. But none need be deceived by the lying claims of SPIRITUALISM. God has given the world sufficient LIGHT to enable them to discover the SNARE." GC 554-6. No wonder these Agents of the Devil took 4 pages out of the ORIGINAL "GREAT CONTROVERSY" on the "SNARES OF SATAN!" And no wonder the Agents of Satan that follow after = see NOTHING in the ORIGINAL BOOKS worth quoting. They prefer URIAH SMITH = his perverted Versions on "ARMAGEDDON" = on "666" = the 144,000, and related Delusions clustered around the PERFECTION of the CHURCH. NO SALVATION apart from the ADVENTIST IMAGE. The LAST Church is the FOOLISH VIRGIN Church, that come dragging along after the Most Holy Place is SHUT = !!! Seeking OIL = seeking CHANGE = seeking CHARACTER = too LATE = !!! Let us be one jump ahead of THEM! Here they are:) To NO-LAW Brinsmead. To ALL-LOVE Wright. To NO-CHANGE Grotheroe. To PROBATION-OPEN Heppenstall. To SOFT-IN-THE-HEAD Maxwell:)

"The transgressor is about to meet the great LAW-GIVER over His broken LAW. The WRATH of God has long slumbered, but soon, with terrible JUSTICE + crushing WEIGHT will his WRATH fall upon the transgressor. And that arm that has been stretched forth in rebellion against God's LAW, and would sever the GOLDEN LINK binding earth to heaven and man to God, will WITHER while the transgressor shall stand upon his feet. THAT TONGUE that has boastingly and proudly spoken against God's LAW, and has made the fourth Commandment of none effect, WILL CONSUME IN HIS MOUTH while he stands upon his feet. TERRIBLE will be the FATE of those who transgress God's LAW, and lead others in the same heaven-daring path of REBELLION.

"I was then pointed to the FLATTERING THINGS taught by some of these transgressors of God's LAW. (All who teach NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE till Christ comes = are not keeping any LAW, nor SABBATH, for the SABBATH is not kept while teaching LIES + REBELLION. They SAY they KEEP the Sabbath = they "SAY they are JEWS = but they LIE = and ARE NOT!")

"I was shown a BRIGHT LIGHT, given by God to guide all who would walk in the Way of Salvation, and also to serve as a WARNING to the sinner to FLEE from the WRATH of God, and yield willing OBEDIENCE to his claims. While this LIGHT continued there was HOPE. But—there-was—a-period—when—this-LIGHT—would-cease. When he that is holy will remain
holy forever, and when he that is filthy will remain filthy forever. WHEN JESUS STANDS UP;
Here is the Secret to it all. No use talking of any LOUD CRY or TIME OF TROUBLE or what we might do in ARMAGEDDON, or wait about the Sanctuary for a CHANGE when Christ comes. The Secret to Salvation, the only HOPE we have is not their Hope in their PROCRASTINATION = but in being SEALED in the SEALING TIME = by "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Do not wait for their LIGHTNING END to their "BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 339.)

"When JESUS-STANDS-UP; when his work is FINISHED in the Most Holy Place, then there will not be another ray of LIGHT to be imparted to the sinner.

"But Satan flatters some, through-his-chosen-servants, as he flattered Eve in Eden. Thou shalt not surely Die, and tells them there will be a SEASON for REPENTANCE, a TIME-OF-PROBATION, when the FILTHY can be made PURE. The co-workers with Satan and his angels

MAXWELL-WRIGHT-BRINSMEAD-HEPPENSTALL-GROTHER and all and every one who stand NEUTRAL about that MAXWELL BOOK - refuse to testify against it lest they be put out of the Synagogue = when they know this thing is not being done in a Corner = but is being FEATURED over the largest TELECAST PROGRAMME = "FAITH FOR TODAY" = PO Box 1000, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360. "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" - Bed-Time Story MAXWELL = passed by the General Conference, printed by the Pacific Union Press = approved by your Minister = also by the Washerwoman, the Janitor, and the Dorcas Society of your Church. Don't you think it is Time you read such a wonderful Book of a "NEW ORDER" that constitutes this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" SM 1:204 = that we are not to "JOIN" for that would mean "APOSTASY-FROM-THE-TRUTH" SM 2:390 for this Book denies ALL-THE-SANCTUARY-SEALING-TRUTHS! Can any Adventist now twiddle his Thumbs and PRETEND he does not know anything is going on! WELL = READ ON!

"The co-workers with Satan and his angels carry the LIGHT into the future age, teaching PROBATION after the advent of Christ, which deludes the sinner, and leads the cold-hearted professor to CARNAL SECURITY. He is CARELESS and INDIFFERENT, and walks stumblingly over the hours of his PROBATION. The LIGHT is made to reach far ahead, where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. Michael stands up. Instead of mercy, the deluded sinner feels WRATH unmixed with MERCY.
And they AWAKE (What an Awakening!) they AWAKE TOO LATE to this fatal deception. This plan was studied by Satan, and is carried out by MINISTERS who turn the Truth of God into a Lie." SG 2:275-6. 4T:343. 2T:691-2. GC 285. 5T: 212. 9T:65. EW 246. SG 3:134. PP 102-3. GC 321. 2T:686, 690-2. (Remember = these are Seventh-day Adventist Ministers who have been working on it for two Decades to turn this Truth of God into this Lie. THE MAXWELL BOOK. He that now stands NEUTRAL = NON-COMMITAL about it - deserves any Plague he will get!) (You don't like this "Language?" = neither will you "LIKE" it when it happens!) (I agree with God's Plan even if it means I have to be cut down also.) "Let God be True = and every man a Liar!"

And the biggest Liar of all = is the Seventh-day Adventist who sees "NOTHING WRONG"(!!!!) with that Maxwell Book.

"Truth will NEVER be agreeable to a LIAR." GC 542.

"The followers of Christ + the servants of Satan CANNOT HARMONIZE." GC 507.

"And they awake TOO LATE to this fatal deception."SG 2:

"And the Door was SHUT." COL 406.

STAGGERING FACT (1): The DOOR to the Most Holy Place is open NOW = it has been open since 1844 = yet the AWAKENING Jesters in 1958 + the ADVENTIST Jesters following suit in 1970 = seek Him in the "OUTER COURT" - any place but WHERE He is = !!!

STAGGERING FACT (2): Then these SAME Jesters + Theological Clowns = tell you to "WAIT ABOUT" till He DOES go in to the Most Holy Place = in the alleged: "JUDGMENT" = when it is CLOSED! "And the Door was SHUT!"

What a Pig's-Snout religion = !!!

STAGGERING FACT (3): Then they DROPPED that "RELIGION" they had in March + May 1972 = to go along: "IN COMMON" with MAXWELL and the DEVIL = keeping the Door of Probation OPEN till Christ-Messiah comes = !!!

STAGGERING FACT (4): And you call yourself a "Seventh-day Adventist" and you saw"NOTHING WRONG" with any of the above = ??? And when we point it out = all the Thanks we get is for you to turn and REND US = !!! For you see the BIG CROWD is over on the POPULAR SIDE = and what is in your Mind? Another HOG in the HERD = and God will then Beam + Smile on you = ??? Because He is LICKED = ???

We have News for you = son of Lucifer + the Devil =
"If we are firmly FIXED upon the Present Truth, and have our Hope, like an Anchor of the soul, cast WITHIN the 2nd. Vail, the various WINDS...

"CHAFF like a CLOUD will be borne away on the WIND, even from places where we see only Floors of RICH WHEAT." 5T:81.

"...the various WINDS of false doctrine + error cannot move us. The excitements + false REFORMATIONS of this day do-not-move-us, for we KNOW that the Master of the House rose up in 1844, and SHUT the Door of the 1st. Apartment of the Heavenly Tabernacle; and now we certainly expect that they will "go with their Flocks," "to seek the Lord; but they shall not find Him; He hath WITHDRAWN Himself (within the 2nd. Vail. EGW) from them." PT 64. RH Al:21.

JAMES + ELLEN WHITE:="But says the objector - "The Door of Mercy will not be closed until Jesus comes." We do not read of such a door as "the door of mercy" in the Bible; neither do we teach that SUCH a door was shut in 1844. God's "mercy endureth for ever." See Ps. cxxxvi:cv1,1; cxvii,1. He is still MERCIFUL to His saints, and ever will be; and Jesus is still their advocate + priest. But the sinner, to whom Jesus has stretched out his arms all the day long, and who had REJECTED the offers of Salvation, was LEFT without an advocate, when Jesus passed from the Holy Place, and shut that Door in 1844. The professed Church, who rejected the Truth, was also rejected, smitten with BLINDNESS, and now, "with their FLOCKS + with their HERDS" they go "to seek the Lord" as still an advocate for sinners; says the Prophet, (Hosea v.6,7.) "they shall not find him; he hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF from them... The REASON WHY they do not find the Lord is simply this, they seek him where he is not;"he hath withdrawn himself" to the Most Holy Place... THE MERCY SEAT is in the Most Holy Place... ignorant of the fact of its being SHUT; therefore they KNOCK at the SHUT DOOR." PT 79.

May, 1850. (Even Christ KNOCKS at that SHUT DOOR CHURCH, and they open NOT = 111) Thus the confused Adventist = and the Blind Leaders of the Blind = KNOCK where it is SHUT = and refuse to enter = where it is OPEN. WE-DO-NOT-FOLLOW-THEM!

"I saw that God has HONEST children among the nominal Adventists + the fallen Churches, and BEFORE the plagues shall be poured out, ministers + people will be called OUT from these Churches."
and will GLADLY receive the Truth. Satan knows this; and BEFORE THE LOUD CRY of the Third Angel is given, he raises an EXCITEMENT in these religious bodies, that those who have REJECTED the Truth may THINK that God is with them. He hopes to deceive the HONEST + lead them to THINK that God is still working for-the-Churches. But the LIGHT will shine, and all who are HONEST will LEAVE the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the REMNANT." EW 261.

NOTICE = top of that Page = the Division is over the Worship IN the Most Holy Place. NOT over the SABBATH or SUNDAY! Many times I do not see something myself = but only as I write it out = LANDMARK DISCOVERY = NEVER SEEN BEFORE THIS DATE = July 19,1975 =

THE QUESTION = is NOT the Sabbath!

THE QUESTION = is NOT Sunday!

THE QUESTION = is NOT Force!

THE QUESTION = is over MOST HOLY PLACE = !!!!

See 1846 BROADSIDE = see EW 55-6.

There is NO FORCING!

No one MADE them do it!

It is all a Question of POPULARITY!

Here is the ETERNAL SEPARATION FROM GOD!

The issue hits them Fair + Square in the Face = do I CONTINUE worshipping IN or OUT of the Most Holy Place?

Ah! How do I solve that Question = ???

Well, let me see = what are the MAJORITY doing = ???

Should I go or stay = with the MAJORITY = ???

ANSWER (1) = "Soon God's people will be TESTED by fiery Trials, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who now APPEAR to be GENUINE + TRUE = will prove to be BASE METAL. Instead of being STRENGTHENED + CONFIRMED by opposition, threats, and abuse, they will COWARDLY take the Side of the OPPOSERS... To STAND in defense of Truth + Righteousness when the MAJORITY FORSAKE us, to FIGHT the BATTLES of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are FEW = THIS-WILL-BE-OUR-TEST." 5T;136.

ANSWER (2) = "I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in-the-HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those before the (vacated) Throne, and they AT ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of Satan." 1846 Broadside.

ANSWER (3) = "Satan would then breathe upon them an UNHOLY INFLUENCE, in it there was LIGHT + much POWER, but no sweet love, joy, and peace." EW 56.

ANSWER (4) = "...neither were they benefited by the MIDNIGHT CRY, which was to PREPARE them to ENTER with Jesus by FAITH into the MOST HOLY PLACE ...
Ponder that last Statement again = this throws new Light on some Statements that bothered me all Day. Something "SWELLS INTO" the Loud Cry. This reference (EW 260. SG 1:171. The only difference being that in the ORIGINAL "Most Holy place" and "heavenly Sanctuary" were CAPITALIZED as shown = in EW they are NOT.)

As Bro. "Bud" Shuster pointed out in the Ohio-Pennsylvania meetings = the "MIDNIGHT CRY" chapter that the Adventists (Uriah Smith) REMOVED from your GC 398 = as they wanted NO-MIDNIGHT-CRY-REPEATED = nor any CONNEXION between MIDNIGHT CRY = OPEN + SHUT DOORS with the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE.

But regardless of what they want = the Facts are that the self-confessed "AWAKENING" came to America via Hudson, with JONES + WAGGNER who also denied ALL the Sanctuary Truths (see Publication #312.) since it seems that ALL who fall for WAGGNER lose all RESPECT for the Most Holy Place = and so it was with BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-PESTES whom HUDSON featured in his "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" = 1960. Together with the infamous CHART that showed at once the Awakening stab at the Heart of the Third Angel's Message, as they, together with BILLY GRAHAM = find some kind of a "CHRIST" = way out in the OUTER COURT if not in the FIRST APARTMENT - a Pantheistic PHANTOM floating in and out = while they take Oath that He never left the Most Holy Place AT-ALL!

Until finally FROOM = who Master-Minded the whole thing = Brain-washed the General Conference to allow LESLIE HARDING/bring that thing = into the General Conference = "Bible Study Hour" = "Justification by Faith = this is the message of the COURT." R6H June 19, 1970. p.9,10.

Or take it from ROBERT BRINSMEAD: "If you will only step by Faith inside... the OUTER COURT... This is Justification by Faith." RDB-ADA p.41-2. 1962.

IN THIS HOUR OF THE OMEGA ==

For the Messages to be Repeated in their "ORDER" =


=14=


AND MORE THAN THAT

Since the BRINSMEAD'S = the WRIGHTS = the HARDINGE'S =
the WIELANDS = the SHORTS = the FROOMS = and a whole
Retinue of other FALSE PROPHETS =

Glibly = Loosely = and Irresponsibly = fume away about
the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" = perhaps we should look at
this:

"As the ministration of Jesus CLOSED in the Holy Place,
and He passed into the HOLIEST... He sent another mighty
Angel with a THIRD MESSAGE to the World... THE THIRD ANGEL
closes his Message thus: "Here is the patience of the
Saints: here are they that KEEP the Commandments of God,
and the Faith of Jesus." As he repeated these words, he
POINTED to the Heavenly Sanctuary. The minds of all who
embrace this Message are directed to the Most Holy Place,
where Jesus stands before the Ark, making His final inter-
cession for all those for whom mercy lingers...

"I saw the THIRD ANGEL pointing upward, showing the dis-
appointed ones the way to the HOLIEST of the Heavenly
Sanctuary. AS-THEY-BY-FAITH enter the Most Holy, they
find Jesus...

"These Messages were represented to me as an ANCHOR to
the people of God. (from EW 254-6. Now I switch to SG
1:166.) And as INDIVIDUALS receive + understand them,
they are SHIELDED against the many DELUSIONS of Satan."

EW 254-6. SG 1:166.

What can I or anyone else say that would ADD to those
Words = ??? Who wants an ANCHOR in the Time of Storm?
If we want to know about: "EVENTS" = we want to know
about the "MESSAGES" to be "REPEATED" in their "ORDER."
For we are "SEALED" in the Most Holy Place = not OUT
of it! Therefore Satan has been trying his every Art
to cloud this Issue, as the Storm approaches, not-even-
here-yet! (One Sentence tells all!)

(1) "As the Storm approaches, a LARGE CLASS who have PRO-
FESSED FAITH in the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE, but (but - but)
but have not been SANCTIFIED through it, abandon their
position, and TAKE REFUGE under the BANNER of the Powers
of DARKNESS." (One more Sentence =) "BY UNITING with the
World + partaking of its spirit, they come to view matters
in nearly the same Light; and when the TEST is brought,
they are prepared to choose the EASY, POPULAR Side." (One
more Sentence =) "They become the most BITTER ENEMIES of
their former Brethren.... THESE APOSTATES." 1884 SoP 4:
426. GC 608.

=15=
WOE TO URIAH SMITH WHO TURNED FROM THE OPEN DOOR
PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH TO THE SHUT DOOR LAODICEAN
CHURCH AND WHO BUTCHERED THE TESTIMONIES =

Wee to all who follow him =

"I saw a COMPANY who stood well guarded and FIRM, and
would give NO COUNCERNANCE (no CONSIDERATION, no TIME OF
DAY) NO COUNCERNANCE to those who would UNSETTLE the es-
established FAITH of the Body. GOD-LOOKED-UPON-THEM-WITH-
APPROBATION. I was shown 3 Steps = 1=2=3 = the FIRST =
SECOND = and THIRD Angel's Messages. Said the Angel =
WOE TO HIM who shall move a Block, or stir a Pin = in
these Messages. The-true-understanding-of-these-Messages
is of vital importance. The DESTINY of souls HANGS upon
the manner in which they are received." SG 1:168. EW 258.

(2) The DESTINY of souls HANGS in the manner in which
they treat the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS =

(3) Which is the MIDNIGHT CRY. (see p.5. Item 12.)

(4) Which is the BEGINNING of the PATH - an Angel told
me. Which is the BEGINNING of the SEALING of the 144,
000. EW 14. WTF 14. 1846 Broadside, 1T:59. LS 64.

(5) This "MIDNIGHT CRY" applied in 1844 to prepare the
way for the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE. (Which is the Truth
of the Most Holy Place.)

PLEASE NOTE CAREFULLY =

[A] SG 1:168 = as quoted above = "I saw a COMPANY...."
[B] SG 1:171 = same Chapter = same Subject = (EW 260) =
"Those who rejected the FIRST MESSAGE could not be
fitted by the SECOND, and were not benefited by the MID-
NIGHT CRY, which was to PREPARE them to ENTER with Jesus
by Faith INTO the MOST HOLY..." SG 1:171. EW 260.

If it is of such vital Importance to take these Messages =
"IN THEIR ORDER" as shown above ="I saw a COMPANY..."
And if "I saw a COMPANY..." giving the "STRAIGHT TESTI-
MONY" to the Laodiceans = EW 271. 1T:181-2.

[C] And if this "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" which is the MID-
NIGHT CRY = must come, as shown in the Order = p.14 of
this Paper = BEFORE the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = and to
PREPARE for the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE =
[D] And if the REPEAT of the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE is to
PREPARE the way for and SWELL INTO = the "LOUD CRY" =
EW 277. SG 2:224. 1T:186,619,353. GC 611-2. 7BC 984. 6T:
400-1. Ev.693. SM 1:190.

=16=
Then what chance do Adventists + Awakeners stand when they:
[A] DENY the need of any MIDNIGHT CRY calling anyone to "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" This they deny.
[B] DENY the need of any "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the Most Holy Place until some future "JUDGMENT" or DEATH DECREE HOUR! (References p.12 this Paper.) Also RDB-GEP 200-7.
[C] Now DENY even THAT = with that MAXWELL BOOK = for does not MAXWELL = and FAGAL = and "FAITH FOR TODAY" hold open the DOOR OF PROBATION with the JW's = HWA = and the Jews of Tel Aviv who also look for the SAME MESSIAH to come to set up the SAME SDA BED-TIME STORY "ONE WORLD GOVT." with HAMST PONE WORLD" = EEC "NO STRANGER NOW."

Here we have the Great Divide =

NO SUNDAY LAW IN SIGHT = and they are SEALED!(That is to say the NUCLEUS of them who call the "WISE" out of the Adventist Church to "JOIN" them! COL 406.)

[2] While the Adventist Church FIGHTS both the Truths of the MIDNIGHT CRY = plus the Truths of the 144,000 = plus the Truths of the Third Angel's Message = the Most Holy Place = the Sanctuary Truths = to suit their Pal = Billy Babylon Graham!

And that President of the Conference = that "OFFSHOOT" from the Truth = in a Two-Page Center-Spread Featured Article in the SDA MINISTRY Magazine = July, 1975 = p.24-5 = defies the very God in Heaven =

DARKIE ROBERTSON of the LA SDA CHURCH = said he could not give the Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans = because it has to come from OUTSIDE the Church! As any Sage ought to know = COL 406 =


Yet has no idea of telling the Truth about the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) the LAODICEANS.
TO BE SEALED = the Lord declares = in the Chapter to "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" = in which He gives the "HAR-MAGEDDON" Principle = as the "ELIJAH MESSAGE" is again followed by the "general SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE... and do not FEEL... and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." 3T:267. "Mark this point with care."

Those who have put out their own spiritual eyesight = (3T:266) = who think, because they are like Old Eli = or Old Balaam = or Old Aaron = or Old Froom = or Old Nichols = or Old Pierson = here likened to Old Achan = (3T:263) = and Old Ahab = King of Israel = "The TRUE people of God... Especially in the closing work for the Church, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000 ... set a Mark upon the Foreheads of the men that SIGH and that CRY for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be done in_ the midst thereof." 3T:266.

THE SIN OF ALL THE ABOVE = and for which the LIGHTNING BOLTS must come closer = is that they virtually "EXCUSE the WRONGS" (3T:267) and thus are thought to be so very "AMITABLE" (3T:266) = but who will fail to Help them in the Time of Trouble.

SO IN DEFENSE OF JEZEBEL-LAODICEA = this President-King Ahab = who would want to Crucify any "ELIJAH" before he appears = tells the SDA MINISTRY (July 1975. p.24-5) to give the Straight Testimony = TO THEMSELVES!!!

Most of the Thoughtless + Shiftless sort = of course, will consider him to be so very HUMBLE + MEEK + FILLED WITH ELI BENEVOLENCE = in so doing. Not understanding that this is DEFIANCE against GOD!

GOD ORDERS = "In the closing work of God in the Earth... in the Hour of greatest peril, the God of Elijah will raise up... THE VOICE OF STERN REBUKE... Boldly will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187. RH A6:382. 1913.

BUT PIERSOON ORDERS = not the MEN of God's appointment, but the 850 Baal-Priests of Jezebel-Laodicea's appointment! The ones who PRAYED + JUMPED + SLASHED themselves into a Foaming frenzy with BILLY GRAHAM + THE CATHOLICS in KEY '73 = to go and try again! "For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to err, and they that are led of them = are DESTROYED." Isa.9:16. "IN-OUR-RANKS...they will give heed to DOCTRINES-OF-DEVILS!" 6T:400-1.
DOCTRINES OF DEVILS = "Robert H. Pierson challenges the Adventist ministry to apply the Laodicean message PERSONALLY." p.24. SDA MINISTRY = July 1975.

THE USURPED + ARROGATED AUTHORITY =
[1] God said He would send men of HIS appointment!
[2] But Pierson would send men of PIERSON'S appointment!
The gist of his Article is that these "OFFSHOOTS" or "ELIJAHS" that may appear on the Lukewarm Horizon = may not exactly SOOTHSAY the people according to the LIKING of those who brought the Nation to this State = and who would be the LAST to CONFESSION or RECTIFY one ABOMINATION!
Let us see them SELL (or give away!) ONE DRUG CENTER! Let us hear Pierson on a VOICELESS PROPHECY NATIONAL HOOK-UP = CONFESSION that the MAXWELL BOOK was a MISTAKE = !!! CONFESS that this is NOT the Adventist Religion! CONFESS that it will not happen again! CONFESS that FAGAL was FIRED! CONFESS (if he is a MAN + not a MOUSE!) that the BOOK COMMITTEES that PASSED that Book will be FIRED = !!! That all the remaining TRUCK-LOADS of those Books will be shredded up + re-cycled! Make a CLEAN sweep!
[3] Look at the Top of the page again. NOWHERE-IN-ALL-THE-HOLY-WRITINGS-DOES-IT-SAY (like the Adventists have been saying for 100 years!) to apply this message:"PERSONALLY!"
[4] A Message "FROM" men of God's appointment = "TO" the LAODICEANS = is not applied PERSONALLY! That is a Doctrine well-suited to AHAB + his HARLOT JEZEBEL! They, too = did not want any: "TROUBLER OF ISREAL!"
[5] Further in defying God and His men of "His appointment" = only ONCE does this Preacher of: "SMOOTH things to suit CARINAL PROFESSORS" = (EW 228) = use the word "TO" in passing context, but studiously AVOIDS any direct reference = that the "STRAIGHT-FROM-THE-SHOULDER-TESTIMONY" = is "TO" the "LAODICEANS" and not "FROM" them = !!!
[6] SLY as a Beady-eyed SERPENT = he skilfully SIDE-STEPS any mention of THAT WORD = (the word: "TO") A Straight Testimony by men of God's appointment "TO" the Laodiceans! THE ORDER OF GOD! He does not want, and will not have = THE ORDER OF GOD! All he wants is: "... apply the Laodicean message PERSONALLY... to us as MINISTERS... What a precious MESSAGE of ENCOURAGEMENT Jesus has given HIS MINISTERS." Surely AHAB + JEZEBEL also gave "AN ENCOURAGING" message TO themselves! To their own and FROM their own. Then there will be no "HAIL OF DESTRUCTIVE INVECTIVES!"
"Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD, thou REFUSEDST to be ASHAMED... THEREFORE...there hath been NO LATTER RAIN." See Jer.3:3.

=19=
EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER = there is nothing more difficult to Document unless we already know + believe certain Basics.

YOU KNOW = there is no "TIME OF TROUBLE" except FIRST the EARLY SHOWERS (MIDNIGHT CRY) that prepares for the LATTER RAIN (LOUD CRY) = have FIRST done their Work = and then Probation is Closed = and the Time of Trouble Follows.

YOU KNOW = that the 4 Angels were about to let loose the 4 Winds = when "ANOTHER ANGEL" flew swiftly to bid them "HOLD! HOLD! HOLD! HOLD! until the servants of God are SEALED in their Foreheads." EW 37-8.

DO THE ANGELS HOLD = ??? I had a False Prophet tell me the "Death Decree" is made while Probation is open. I thought that I would go Home + prove him a Liar in short order. But I found it not so easy to do just that. Sometimes when CHALLENGED by one with much BLUSTER and ASSURANCE (like Grotheer) = one's Brains can be literally PARALYZED + MESMERIZED = and it takes some Time to thaw them out. So I was reading OVER the Statements that I wanted = and I KNEW they should be there = but I read OVER + OVER + OVER them = until finally my Brains began to thaw out = and I could see what was right in front of me. It is therefore much better to be PREPARED = and SETTLED in the Truth = BEFORE you have to meet it. That is why these professional hired Agitators who come a-round to mix up Reformers = actually do us a great Service. They take out + shake out the weak + unstable = and cause those who are left = to tighten their belt and really get down and find out what-the-Truth-is!

THIS IS WHAT WE HAD TO DO with the Maxwell Book = and with the Question of "FORCE!" URIAH SMITH lifted out 4 pages from the 1884 SoP 4:337-340 that showed how Adventists would be "ENSNARED" by popular Adventist Ministers = "DECOYS" who professed "THE SAME FAITH" 1884 SoP 4:339,426. GC 608. RH Al:405. March 18, 1884. And if these "Popular Ministers" with "Custom + Tradition" with "Signs + Wonders" with "Wisdom + Subtlety" cannot "Deceive + Ensnare" and "Bribe" us into "Silence" on the Sabbath-Question = then Sunday "shall be ENFORCED by LAWS the most SEVERE + EXACTING." 1884 SoP 4:338-9.

But not without trying these other measures FIRST! I know of no more important "EVENT" of the 50 we have Catalogued = than THAT = !!!
"But before proceeding to these extreme measures, we must all our wisdom and subtlety to deceive and ensnare those who honor the true Sabbath." 1884 SoP 4:339. TM 472-5.

URIAH SMITH

Uriah Smith lifted those 4 pages out of the original and slipped in "enforcing" and "enforcement" of Sunday = 6 times where the original did not have it once =!!! (Your GC 448-9.) (Compare with 1884 SoP 4:281.)

You will find "enforced" = 1884 SoP 4:282.

But you will find in your GC 449 that this is # 7!

And that this is when the "world is enlightened" on the issue = which, as anyone knows - is in the loud cry!

AM I COMING THROUGH LOUD + CLEAR = ???

What I am trying to say is:

[1] Third angel message believers are sealed before the loud cry! There is no hope for them in the loud cry or "crisis" hour. 9T:97. To them the door is "closed" while still open for the world. 6T:400-6. SM 2:16. 2T:191-4. 3T:271. 5T:524. RH A3:601. A5:254, 294. TM 453.

[2] When we settle all the affairs in our own ranks = "then will the message of the third angel swell to a loud cry." 6T:401.

WHAT ELSE SHOULD WE KNOW = ???

As the rooms led this church to fear "finding fault" = so we cannot be sealed because he put out our spiritual eye-sight, so we are blind = but now that we find these men = "... prove to be ringleaders in apostasy." 5T:212.

And they will lead NO ONE "THRU!" = much less themselves! We take their bones out of the grave + burn them on the altar! Jer. 8:1.

Now we find they have also led us astray as every adventist is geared up ready for: "force!" = so he can take the right side. But there is no force - and he is sealed over on the wrong side = by keeping Sunday without any force = next papal-sunday billy graham-easter!

So here we looked for the "catholics" to come - and instead the "adventists" came with their brinsmead-heppen-stall raid against "legalism!" and the "law!"

"The battle is on... flattery, bribes, inducements, promises of wonderful exaltation, will be assiduously employed... "where are the watchmen?... are they asleep?... our religion would be changed... a new organization..."
would be established. BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER would be written... THE SABBATH of course, would be LIGHTLY regarded, as also the God who created it. NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of the NEW MOVEMENT."

(of Destiny...). "Their foundation would be built ON-THE-SAND, and STORM + TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure. Who-has-authority-to-begin-such-a-MOVEMENT...? THESE SOPHISTRIES... MUST BE MET... "MEET IT!" SM 1:194,204-5.

WHAT DID YOU SEE ABOVE = ???

[1] Their FOUNDATION is built on SAND.
[2] Storm + Tempest will sweep it all away.
[3] "Books of a new order" constitute this a = 
[4] "NEW ORGANIZATION."
[5] "The BATTLE is on... "MEET IT!"
[6] You will Save your Soul and those who hear you by "MEETING IT!"

The above + what follows is a Lesson for all = for all Time. If you are firmly FIXED on every one of the above Tenants = then you will now See how the Bishop Sly's + the Elder Bequile's = can SEPARATE the next Reference = which is Part + Parcel of the above = but which they wrest asunder = knowing only too well the weak Minds of men = who are unable to put two + two together. But see if the following should have been taken out of Conext and set afar off alone = so that reading it ALONE = and Hammering away from the Pulpit or from the pages of the R & H = they terrify the poor Sheep = who are unable to HOLD a THOUGHT long enough to fit the Jig-Saw Puzzle into Place. And then see the Picture as it REALLY IS!

[1] YOU ARE AFRAID of a "NEW ORGANIZATION?" The above is a NEW ORGANIZATION = The word is there = BIG-AS-A-LIGHT = !!! THESE-ARE-SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS! That the DEVIL in person is leading! This is GC 464 = !!!444-5.

"The Enemy of souls has sought to bring IN the SUPPOSITION that a GREAT REFORMATION was to take place among SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS... giving up the Doctrines... The principles of Truth... given to the REMNANT CHURCH, would be DISCARDED. Our religion would be CHANGED... counted as Error. A NEW ORGANIZATION would be established. BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER... intellectual philosophy... Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM + TEMPEST would sweep away the STRUCTURE... "MEET IT!"... I had my orders: "MEET IT!" SM 1:204-6.

[2] Now HOLD ON to EVERY WORD of that = do not let ONE of them go = alright = are you holding on = ???
[4] Now if they had slipped the NEXT Quotation WHERE it BELONGED = RIGHT THERE = !!! Then you MIGHT have a CHANCE to UNDERSTAND + APPRECIATE it = !!!
[5] HANG on to the Points = do not forget ONE = OFF the FOUNDATION = pulled out the PILLARS = CHANGED the Doctrine = wrote some kind of MAXWELL BOOKS = reached across the Gulf to clasp hands with the BEAST (ROMANISM) + the IMAGE OF THE BEAST (BILLY GRAHAM = THE EVANGELICALS = + THE WCC + THE NCC = + THE AMA = + THE AWAKENING = KEY '73 = !!! Building on the SAND = "MEET IT!" Do not go along with it!

NOW PERHAPS WE CAN UNDERSTAND THIS = (SM 2:390. 1905.)
"We cannot now step off the FOUNDATION that God has established. We cannot now enter into any NEW ORGANIZATION; for this would mean APOSTASY from THE TRUTH." (By remaining IN that "NEW ORGANIZATION" Church of "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!") For although there is a FAKE Ms.129 being peddled around with "OFFSHOTS" on it = SM 1:201-6 plainly says: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" would do this = ///!!!
Clear as a Light! "MEET IT!" "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

"Unsanctified MINISTERS... Let the son of deceit + false witness be entertained BY A CHURCH that has had great Light, great evidence, and THAT CHURCH will discard the MESSAGE the Lord has sent, and receive the most UNREASONABLE assertions + FALSE suppositions + FALSE theories. SATAN LAUGHS at their folly; for he knows what TRUTH is.
"Many will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE prophecy in their hands = kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of Satan... BLOW THE TRUMPET... SOUND AN ALARM!" TM 409-10.
"MEET IT!"
"And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists, who have had great light. EGW), which art exalted unto heaven (in point of Privilege. EGW), shalt be brought down to HELL!" RH A3:69. August 1, 1893. DA 489.

FORCE!
Now to show that "FORCE" = that Adventists fear so much, since URIAH SMITH put it in the Testimonies where it WAS NOT = the real FORCE comes AFTER they are SEALED = so there is no CHOICE under FORCE = but the CHOICE is NOW BEFORE the FORCE!
Also I could not Understand = the DARK AGES has been described as the GREATEST TIME OF TROUBLE ever to be seen by Christians = then how could this next "TIME OF
TROUBLE" = ALSO be the Worst the World has ever seen?

[1] THE SHAKING chapter = 1T:179 = starts off DIFFERENT
than the BUTCHED EW 269. There is a very clear distinc-
tion there between [A] "The people of God" = also called
"Company" who give a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO" [B] the
LAODICEANS! Who "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" (As we have e-
nough Letters to show.)

[2] You see this "COMPANY" wrestling with God = in agony.
Countenances PALE = marked with DEEP ANXIETY = internal
Struggle = Firmness = great earnestness = solemn = be-
cause of EVIL ANGELS wafting their DARKNESS (a term
which we have never heard before = neither do we under-
stand.)

[3] Then we see the LUKEWARM LAODICEANS = indifferent,
careless (couldn't-care-less) careless. They obeyed
Fred Wright + Robert Brinsmead NOT to RESIST the Devil,
"it is NOT by TRYING it is by DYING!" (TWICE DEAD!
PLUCKED UP BY THE ROOTS!) And so, like the Devil in
GC 669 = made NO EFFORT + was why he was Lost! Don't
be a Devil! Also the Sadducees in DA 604 = DENIED that
the Holy Spirit works through "HUMAN EFFORTS" = Don't
be a SADUCEE! The AWAKENING hammering away for over
a Decade = if you make an "EFFORT" = you are an ANTI-
CHRIST! (the Foulest "NAME" in any Language!) Among
the "Doctrines of Devils" warned to come from Laodicean
"Pulpits" + the false Reformations is "NO EFFORT!" It
is all By "FAITH alone!" and 'only BELIEVE!' "NO FURTHER
EFFORT/is supposed to be required." GC 471.

[4] Going by the Incantations of "ARTHUR SPAULDING" in
order to SOOTHSAY us in"WEEK OF PRAYER" (why PRAY? why
make that "EFFORT"): "I AM SAVED" Morris L. Venden in
R&H. Oct.17,1974 = p.11 = looks at the "PEOPLE OF GOD"
and the "COMPANY" in 1T:179-183 (EW 269-273) = as they
"AGONIZE" and "PLEAD" and are actually in a Sweat of
CONCERN about the Condition of their Soul...

You want to know about "EVENTS" = there is no more im-
portant "EVENT" than this = WATCH what happens in this
Drama here depicted as we see the LAST-CHANCE-FOR-AD-
VENTISTS-JUST-BEFORE-THEIR-PROBATION-IS-CLOSED-AND-WHY-
IT-IS-CLOSED! (BEFORE the STORM! BEFORE the SUNDAY LAW!)
"Some, I saw, did not participate in this work of agonizing + pleading. They seemed INDIFFERENT + CARELESS. They were NOT RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them in like a THICK CLOUD. The Angels of God LEFT - LEFT - LEFT - these... to-the-control-of-evil-angels." 1T:180-1,187.

"The Angels of God LEFT those, and I saw them HASTENING to the assistance of those who were STRUGGLING-WITH-ALL-THEIR-ENERGIES to resist the evil angels, and-trying- (it is NOT by TRYING = ??? Get behind me, Satan!) TRYING to help themselves by calling upon God with perseverance. But the Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT to HELP themselves, and I lost sight of them." 1T:180-1.

NEXT EVENT = 

THEY ARE SEALED = !!!: "Said the Angel: "Look ye!" My attention was then turned to the COMPANY I had seen, who were mightily shaken, I was shown those whom I had BEFORE seen WEEPING + PRAYING with AGONY of spirit. The company of GUARDIAN Angels around them had been DOUBLED, and THEY were CLOTHED with an ARMOR from their head to their feet. [Besides this DOuble protection of the Angels, they had their own ARMOR! Imagine that!] They moved in exact order, like a Company of soldiers. THEIR COUNTENANCES expressed the severe conflict which they HAD (past Tense) HAD endured, the agonizing struggle they HAD passed through... now shone with the Light + Glory of Heaven. They HAD obtained the Victory, and it called forth from them the deepest gratitude, and holy, sacred JOY... NEXT EVENT =

THE LOUD CRY = !!!: "I heard those clothed with the ARMOR speak forth the Truth in GREAT POWER. It had effect... I asked what had made this GREAT CHANGE. An Angel answered: "It is the Latter Rain, the Refreshing from the presence of the Lord, the LOUD CRY of the Third Angel."

NEXT EVENT = THE LOUD CRY GOING TO BRING IN INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES THAT NO-GROTHEER CAN NUMBER = ???.

"THE LOUD CRY... Great POWER was with these chosen ones. Said the Angel: "look ye!" My attention was turned to the wicked, or unbelievers. They were ALL ASTIR. [Coming to hear the Pierson-Douglass-Grotheer "SHEPHERD'S ROD" = "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" = ???] They were ALL ASTIR. The ZEAL and POWER with the PEOPLE OF GOD had AROUSED + ENRAGED them." 1T:181-5. EW 271-2. =25=
LEST WE FORGET - we must Review a few things before we go on. Do not lose your Thought now!

EVENTS =
The Saints that are SEALED = because they are ALARMED + in AGONY of Spirit because of the DARKNESS in that MAXWELL Book = the OMEGA of all Apostasy = calling on Satan the Devil to come + personate Christ = calling on the setting up of a ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT = (is that WHY they JOINED with Billy Graham + the Catholics in KEY '73?)

NOTICE NOW!!!
(Contrary to any "EVENTS" as outlined by any Seventh-day Adventist or Shpherd's Rod "Awakener.")

Some are "Indifferent" + "Careless" about all this = and the Angels LEAVE them! (as shown p.25.)

NOW WATCH THIS!

At a TIME like this = the "Week of Prayer" comes along = and the Arthur Spauldings + the Morris L.Vendens tell us:
"God never intended that we should be obsessively concerned with our sins, our mistakes, or our problems. This-concern-makes-the-problems-BIGGER... TRY-SO-HARD-TO-FIGHT-THE-DEVIL that we become more like him." R&H. Oct. 17,1974. "Week of Prayer."

Well, Sir! When I read that = Red Lights were Flashing, Thunder-Bolts were going off, Alarm Bells were Ringing, Earthquake Tremors threatened to dislodge everything = That SUCH a thing could be taught by ANY people = even the Satan Cults = as the Truth of God!

THIS THING FOLLOWED: "I AM SAVED!" (p.6.)

Adventists are only people. And people like "I AM SAVED!" so much so that they will take anything else that goes with it. The real Evidence of the Gross DARKNESS settling on this people is that NOT-ONE-CHURCH-OR-REFORM-WRITER can be found who REALLY takes after: "I AM SAVED!"

REMEMBER =
It is "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS" that will lead us into:
"Doctrines of Devils!" from our Pulpits! TM 409. 2T:440.
And no one threw one rotten Tomatoe = !!!
Nor Tarred + Feathered him + shipped him out of Town on a Rail! Enough to make a horse Vomit!

THEN ADD INSULT TO INJURY =
"Arthur Spaulding..."Far more subtle... man must STRIVE to be good + to do good, and then when he has done all he can, Christ will come to his aid + HELP him do the rest. In this CONFUSED CREDO OF SALVATION BY WORKS... many trust today." p.10. =26=

EVENTS = THERE IS NO MORE IMPORTANT EVENT = !!!!

GOD'S SAINTS = AGONIZED! Were in DISTRESS! As CONCERNED as Christ in the Garden! And in doing so = were SEALED by the SEAL of the "LIVING GOD" = for all ETERNITY! WHAT AN "EVENT" = !!! How thankful we are to know this!

BUT HEAR THIS: "Men who stand in very responsible positions at the heart of the work are ASLEEP. Satan has PARA-
LYZED them... their wily foe (is with the "OFFSHOOTS"???) enters the fort + works successfully by-their-side TO TEAR DOWN what God has commanded to be built up... SATAN EXULTS... they are so completely deceived that they know not that it is he." 2T:439,440.

Just when God's people are concerned about the Loss of TITHE + OFFERINGS + LIVING TRUST ACCOUNTS = 7 to 35 MILLION $ lost to EMBEZZLEMENT OF FUNDS (Stock Market Gambling.) SPECTRUM = Vol.5. No.2. 1973.

Right after the Wreckage of KEY '73 = the Adventist Circus Wagon bogged down in a Sand Trap = the SHAME + DISGRACE of palming this off as "REVELATION 18" = !!! FROOM + MAXWELL gasping their Last as they did their Supreme thing = calling on the ANTICHRIST to come =

At this Time of Crisis + Concern =

from Spaulding Via Venden = "CONCERN makes the problems BIGGER... [this is SHAKESPEAR-
IAN FATALISM = if you ever heard it - the PLAGUE of INDIA!] TRY SO HARD to fight the enemy that-we-become-more-like-

EVENT = SUPREME EVENT =

[Quoting, Checking + Re-checking = I see that EW 269-273 is TOTALLY UNRELIABLE = !!! More + more we must use 1T: 179-184,187 = ONLY = !!!]

"SOME, I saw, [Spaulding, Venden + the Awakening Jesters] did not participate in this work of AGONIZING + PLEADING. They seemed INDIFFERENT + CARELESS. They were not RESIST-
ING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them in like a thick Cloud. The Angels of God LEFT these... the Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT to HELP THEMSELVES..."They are JOINED to their Idols, let them alone," and they pass on to their work, LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUEd, to the CONTROL of evil angels." 1T:180-1,187.

Do you realize what this is talking about? It is the SEAL-
ING. Here we have NO SUNDAY LAW! Even these who later be-
come their "MOST BITTER ENEMIES" - these "former Brethren" (GC 608) = even they are NOT CONCERNED with the Message of the Saints! They are "INDIFFERENT" to it all! COULDN'T CARE LESS! "CARELESS."

=27=

So where is the big "FORCE" that all Adventists and Reformers are looking for = ??? In which they hope to Stand to the Death! And there is no "FORCE" and the SEALING has come + gone! FORCE comes LATER than they think! The greatest "FORCE" does not come because of the Message = but what FOLLOWS the Message. When they awake too late to find the Message was TRUE! The Message of the SLAUGHTER. When 1/3rd. = 1/2 = or more of the World are DEAD = they will begin to wonder WHY?

GC 608 = Adventists give up Third Angel's Message BEFORE FORCE! The words are there: "As the Storm APPROACHES." (Not here yet!) And they JOIN with Billy Graham and the Catholics - before they HAVE to!

GC 608-9 = "THESE APOSTATES" [A] "JOIN the opposition." [B] Then THEY try to bring their "Former Brthren" to Court! Then the Saints fully Reject them, as does Heaven. Now the Saints go to Warn the World of what is Coming.

GC 610 = "Evil angels... evil men... UNITE... in seeking to SEPARATE him from God by ALLURING TEMPTATIONS. [Where is the FORCE there?] When these do not succeed, THEN a COMPELLING POWER is employed to FORCE the conscience."

EVENTS.

THAT is the "ORDER" of EVENTS! But now comes a New Truth, right there, same page = GC 610. "So long as Jesus remains man's intercessor in the Sanctuary above, the RESTRAINING INFLUENCE of the Holy Spirit is felt by Rulers and people."

EVENTS.

So with that we come to the great Truth that "FORCE" is largely delayed until the SEALING is all over. So what is all this Looking by Church + Reform for "FORCE?" Uriah Smith "FORCE!" When DARKIE ROBERTSON of the LA Church told his people that Adventists would be SLAUGHTERED in the SEALING TIME = they "AMENED!" the LOUDEST! Do not the 4 Angels HOLD the 4 Winds until the SEALING is finished = ??? So there is NO SLAUGHTER = !!! And what about AFTER the 4 Angels let the Winds go ???

NO SLAUGHTER.

"They raised the SWORD to KILL us, but it BROKE, and fell as powerless as a STRAW." EW 34.SG1:202. 1T:59.

"Those who receive the SEAL of the LIVING GOD are PROTECTED in the Time of Trouble." EW 71. SG 1:43.

"TRANSLATED, without their seeing DEATH." EW 283-5.

GC 37,631,629,630,634. =28= 2T:453. 5T:213. SG 3:59.
"TIME OF TROUBLE SUCH AS WAS NOT = "

I told Bro. Davis = that I could not understand = how there could be two "TIMES OF TROUBLE" such as was not since there was a Nation. ONE in the DARK AGES = ONE in the 7 Last Plagues.

Bro. Davis made this a Subject of private Prayer = and then gave us the Answer, which we accept as Light from Heaven.

(1) THE DARK AGES "TIME OF TROUBLE" = in which the BEAST spilled enough Blood to Float the British Navy when it was the Mistress of the 7 Seas = tearing people asunder on the Racks, burning them at the Stake = that was permitted by God = ONCE = to show to what extent Satan would go if given the License = but this will NEVER be allowed again. Oh, I know! It happened in RUSSIA=CHINA=AFRICA=SOUTH AMERICA + will happen again to show the continuing Nature of the "BEAST" that the Adventists are Wooing because they have the same spirit. And will finally go to the Catholics to show them how it is done. (Magen + Spaulding Collection = p.2.) But NEVER again on a World-Wide Scale. The Angels HOLD the 4 Winds until the SEALING is past = and then =

(2) THE 7 LAST PLAGUES "TIME OF TROUBLE" = in which the Saints will be Shielded by Day + by Night as:

"The Lord is thy keeper... The Lord shall preserve thee from... the PESTILENCE... DESTRUCTION... A THOUSAND shall fall at thy side, and TEN THOUSAND at thy right hand; [ONE in 11,000 = that will leave just about 144,000!] but it shall not come nigh thee. Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold + see the REWARD of the WICKED... [Did you SEE it? This "TIME OF TROUBLE" falls on the WICKED! NOT on God's Saints!]"... there shall no Evil befall thee, neither shall any Plague come nigh thy dwelling." Yet to human sight it will APPEAR that the people of God must soon SEAL their Testimony with their BLOOD, as did the MARTYRS (in the Dark Ages) before them. ... but the SWORDS raised against them BREAK + FALL as POWERLESS as a STRAW... If the BLOOD of Christ's witnesses were shed at-this-Time, it would NOT, like the BLOOD of the Martyrs, be as seed sown to yield a Harvest for God. ..."IN THE TIME OF TROUBLE He shall HIDE me in His pavilion." GC 629-631,634.

"...and will be TRANSLATED to Heaven without-seeing-DEATH!" EW 164,283-4. Sop 2:337. 5T:692. (and MANY more!)
"I saw the NOMINAL [only by NAME! Those who SAY they are JEWS = but who LIE = and ARE NOT!] "I saw the NOMINAL CHURCH + NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, like JUDAS, would betray us to the Catholics to obtain their influence to come again at THE TRUTH. The Saints will then be an OBS CURE people, little known to the Catholics... The Catholics will give their power to the IMAGE of the BEAST. And the Protestants will work as their Mother worked before them to DESTROY the Saints. But - but - but -

"But BEFORE their Decree bring or bear fruit, the Saints will be DELIVERED by the Voice of God." MAGEN + SPAULDING. p.1-2. 6T:18. RH A6:302. 5T:690. TM 39.

This blessed Hope = this Promise = not found in the writings of any other Church = ONLY in the Testimonies!

[1] FACT ONE = ACT ONE = EVENT ONE =
The Saints "AGONIZE" = that these are the real "PEOPLE OF GOD" was nicely LIFTED OUT of EW 269 by URIAH SMITH = there they are only "SOME" = but see 1T:179.

[2] It seems there is a DISTINCTION between "SHAKING" among this "COMPANY" before they give the "SHAKING" or "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the Laodiceans.

[3] Looking at this again = it seems quite apparent that as the "SHAKING" takes place among this "PEOPLE OF GOD" the lukewarm LAODICEANS couldn't-care-less! They don't give a HANG! As Brinsmead-Wright-Durst-Grotheer-Hiebert-Friend-Rogers-Hudson-Pestes-Burns-Gray-Smith-Rader-Nagel-Skadsheim-Lanville-Ruis-Ruiter-Meyers-Taylor-Houteff-play around in the Sands of TIME = Open + Shut Doors = set Time-Bombs that fail to Ignite = all this is cause for Mirth + Amusement to the "INDIFFERENT" + "CARELESS."

At the Distress + break-up among the "PEOPLE OF GOD."

[4] Now the Adventists try their "THING" = as MAXWELL + FROOM, just before wheezing their Last = plunge this Denomination into KEY '73. The FAILURE of which causes the "LITTLE COMPANY" = also called "PEOPLE OF GOD" to turn on the LAODICEANS + ask them if they expected "GOD" = the God of Heaven, and the God of Truth = to be with that MIXED-UP MULTITUDE they dragged BACK into that Church! together with BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM + his CATHOLICS in KEY '73! That motley Crew will be Blessed by the God of Heaven = ???. These RANGATANG "REFORMERS" = "OFF-SHOOTS" = now become "IN-SHOOTS" = a "Reformation from BAD to WORSE... so as to deceive GOD'S PEOPLE; but if their HEARTS could be seen, they would appear AS BLACK AS EVER." LEFT OUT of EW 45. =30= PT 22. RH A1:9.
[5] Now, for the first Time = as Adventists gear up to raise more Silver + pour more Gold into their GOLDEN CALF, if not HOLY COW = for the FIRST TIME the REAL "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" can be given to these Laodiceans = and now they no longer play it Cool, now they no longer are "INDIFFERENT" and "COULDN'T-CARE-LESS" - now they do AWAKE! Yes, they do! Here is a REAL AWAKENING! "THEY-WILL-RISE-UP-AGAINST-IT, and this will cause (another) SHAKING among God's people." 1T:181.

[6] Now the Adventists are gearing up to go from Australian Sea to American Sea - seeking the Lord as they go to those who "SELL" = professional self-confessed "EXORCISTS" to show them how at SLIGO + ANDREWS. CLAM-CHOWDER HELL-BELIEVERS SUNDAY-PENTECOSTAL ROCK + ROLL ARTISTS! They will now take in ANY kind of an Act - even that MAXWELL BOOK! Anything for a Laugh or a Monkey-Free-Show. But YOU try + tell THEM anything!

[7] But the Lord orders it just the same. "MEN OF GOD'S APPOINTMENT!" Those WISE enough: "JOIN" the Throne and the "DOOR is SHUT!" It is all over.

[8] LOUD CRY = 7 LAST PLAGUES = HAR-MAGEDDON = all are only INCIDENTALS that follow. The one and all-important "EVENT" was the SEALING! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" By showing them "ALL their ABOMINATIONS!" Which is the Order of Heaven = but to them is UNFORGIVABLE "ANATHEMA!" For which they will try to give us the BUM'S RUSH! Until God gives it to them instead. THEN THEY WILL REALLY GET MAD!

NO REAL "FORCE" TILL AFTER THE DOOR OF PROBATION -

"At the COMMENCEMENT of the Time of Trouble, we were filled with the Holy Ghost as we went forth + proclaimed the Sabbath more fully. [Telling them that NO SABBATH is kept WITHOUT CONFESSION of Sins. ALL the Sanctuary Services are based on CONFESSION. And if that Preacher stands there like the sons of Eli = telling them there are NO SINS TO CONFESS! "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY (SAVED!) EVERY ONE OF THEM!" This History to be REPEATED just near the End! 1870 SoP 1:300,306. "I AM SAVED!"... NO SANCTIFIED TONGUE will be found uttering these words till Christ shall come... NEVER-DARE-TO-SAY, "I AM SAVED!" SM 1:314.

"Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE."
COL 154. Ev.595. RH A1:65. A5:414. SM 1:31,98,111,325, 364,373. SM 2:27,34,236,313,392. and 100 MORE! ] [No Sabbath is kept by these Preachers spouting off like BILLY GRAHAM! "I AM SAVED!" UNSANCTIFIED PREACHERS in our Pulpits. TM 409. "This is MISLEADING... THEY ARE UNPREPARED."
COL 155. The Case of all such is =31= "HOPELESS!"SG3:134]
AFTER THE CLOSE OF PROBATION = SUNDAY LAWS!
"He will take his Holy Spirit FROM the CHURCH, and give it to OTHERS." RH A3:273,248. July 16, 1895.

"Because those who were once the depositaries of Truth became UNFAITHFUL to their sacred trust, the Lord chose OTHERS... And then these LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS of their minds... ACT like men who have lost their Reason."
TM 70. "The POWER attending the MESSAGE will only MAD-DEN... THE CLERGY... THE CHURCH... PAPISTS + PROTESTANTS UNITE." (as they did in KEY "73") GC 607.

"At the commencement of the Time of Trouble, we were filled with the Holy Spirit as we went forth + proclaimed the Sabbath more fully. This ENRAGED THE CHURCH(as in ORIGINAL WTF 19) and NOMINAL (WEBSTER: COUNTERFEIT) [the COUNTERFEIT AWAKENERS teaching: "The CURSE of the LAW!" and "NO WORKS!!" "CHRIST-DOES-IT-ALL!" "FAITH ALONE!" All good Sunday-keeping Duck-Soup.]

"This ENRAGED THE CHURCH + NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, as they could not refute the Sabbath Truth. AND-AT-THIS-TIME God's chosen all saw clearly that we HAD the TRUTH, and they came OUT + endured the PERSECUTION with us. I saw the SWORD, FAMINE, PESTILENCE, and GREAT CONFUSION in the land. The WICKED thought that WE had brought the JUDGMENTS upon them, and they rose up + took counsel to rid the earth of us, thinking that THEN the evil would be stayed. IN THE TIME OF TROUBLE we all fled." Ew 33-4.

"I saw that the 4 Angels would HOLD the 4 WINDS until Jesus work was DONE in the Sanctuary, and THEN will come the 7 Last Plagues. These PLAGUES ENRAGED the wicked... they thought that we had brought the JUDGMENTS of God upon them, and if they could RID THE EARTH of us, the PLAGUES would be stayed. A DECREE went forth to slay us ..., Then ALL the Saints cried out with anguish of spirit, and were DELIVERED by the VOICE OF GOD. The 144,000..." Ew 36-7. GC 628-631. [PLAGUES + then DECREE.]

I think that more than answers the Question of "EVENTS" to the End! The END goes on from the VOICE OF GOD = which is ARMAGEDDON - there is NO OTHER = as the SEALED SAINTS go on to the Holy City with the Resurrected Saints. It seems Providential that at just this Point - last Night I heard 2 Tapes = so while this was meant to be "LETTERS" = it seems "REPLY TO LETTERS" must take priority again! WHY DOES CHURCH + REFORM REJECT THE 144,000? WHY IS THE SUBJECT = =32= = TABOO?? VERBOTEN??
This Reference fits anywhere, at anytime = it is the Key to it all = MINISTERS are our greatest Threat =

"REPENTANCE towards God, because His LAW has been transgressed, and FAITH in Jesus Christ, are the ONLY means whereby we may be elevated..."

"If MINISTERS who preach the Gospel would do their Duty, and would also be ensamples to the Flock of God, their voices would be lifted up like a Trumpet to SHOW the people their TRANSGRESSIONS + the house of Israel their SINS. MINISTERS who exhort sinners to be converted should distinctly DEFINE-WHAT-CONVERSION-FROM-SIN-IS... The largest Class of Christ's professed ambassadors are BLIND GUIDES... They give the sinner LICENSE to overstep the limits of God's LAW. In this they are like the great adversary of souls, opening before them a life of freedom in violation of God's COMMANDMENTS. With this LAWLESS freedom the basis of MORAL responsibility is GONE. Those who follow these BLIND LEADERS close the avenues of their souls to the reception of Truth. They-Will-not-allow-the Truth with its practical bearings to affect their hearts. ... under the CLOAK of CHRISTIANITY." RH AL:159,160.

BEWARE! of the Beast of Office + the Cloth.

"The people are learning that men in high POSITIONS of responsibility cannot-be-trusted." TM 361. "BEWARE how you place M EN where God should be." TM 386.

"If Nathanael had TRUSTED to the rabbis for GUIDANCE, he would NEVER have found Jesus... While they TRUST to the GUIDANCE of HUMAN AUTHORITY, NONE will come to a SAVING knowledge of the Truth." "Like Nathanael, we need to study God's word FOR OURSELVES." DA 140-1

(What you see in that Quotation = the Ball for that Type in this IBM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER broke + needs a New One.)

FACTS FOR GERMAN REFORM ON THE 144,000 =

(1) YOUR STRONG POINT = "NOW in this SEALING TIME."EW 44.

(2) FUTURE =

No, I do not present these things just: "off the Cuff" this little Bit under Item (2) = took me many HOURS = over 5 = to put together. I still did not find the one I want = anyone knowing where it is - Please send it in = "TIME-PLACE-CIRCUMSTANCES."
(2) FROM THE WHITE TRUSTEES = "...certain portions of the GREAT CONTROVERSY are mainly HISTORICAL in nature! yet Mrs. White did not write as a Historian. Moreover, in ALL her writings the details of history were always subordinate to the great theme of the CONFLICT." "The fast approaching STRUGGLE of the FUTURE.""This is true not only in the ORIGINAL 219 page edition of THE GREAT CONTROVERSY issued in 1858, but in the same theme as it was greatly expanded in the later books." p.57. SoP-TC. "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY TREASURE CHEST." (Same = EGW-MR 57-8)

In the "Introduction" to GC xi = In order to shed LIGHT on the fast approaching: "STRUGGLE of the FUTURE" she endeavored to "select + group together EVENTS in the HISTORY of the Church... at different periods... that have excited the WRATH of Satan AND the Enmity of a WORLD-LOVING CHURCH... In these RECORDS we may see a FORESHADOWING of the CONFLICT BEFORE us." "THE GREAT FINAL CONFLICT... the coming struggle... such as the World has NEVER WITNESSED. Satan's deceptions will be MORE SUBLIME, his assaults MORE DETERMINED. If it were possible, he would lead astray the Elect." Mark 13:22.

SDA SEMINARY COURSE T-570. 1963. "At times I am carried FAR AHEAD into the FUTURE + shown what is to-take-place. Then again I am shown things as they have occurred in the PAST." SG 2:292. p.88. "...the scenes of the PAST + the FUTURE." (Same.) See also EGWW-ALW 26.

"The Lord set before me matters which are of urgent importance for the PRESENT TIME, and which reach into the FUTURE." (Same.) Letter 1,1890. CM 127-8.

"... to AROUSE the people to PREPARE for the GREAT DAY of God, which is just before us... make ready for His Coming... they are the Voice of God." MS 23,1890. p.138.

INDEX = TIME + PLACE must be considered. SM 1:57.
CLEAR UNDERSTANDING ESSENTIAL, as End draws nigh. 5T:654.
Satan's last deception, make of none effect. SM 1:48.
DESPISERS OF = God will deal with. 4T:232.
AGONY during Time of Trouble who have NEGLECTED. SM 1:40
BLINDNESS + FEARFUL deception results. 3T:255.
MUCH from WATCHMEN = is TWADDLE. SM 2:38.

FACTS FOR GERMAN REFORM ON THE 144,000 =
(1) YOUR STRONG POINT = "NOW in this SEALING TIME."EW 44.
(2) FUTURE = but she said what she wrote = had to do with the Present AND the FUTURE! =34= (not just "CONTEMPORARY"
What reason have we to suppose that in this case she was, or was not = speaking of the Future when she said: "...just NOW in this SEALING TIME." EW 44. = ??

A=B=C

A) Since a Prophet, let alone a Woman = was Taboo in most Circles = the men wrote 20 pages in the "PRESENT TRUTH" Series, before she wrote anything. "THE PRESENT TRUTH" = July, 1849 = the men wrote 8 Pages. "THE PRESENT TRUTH" = August, 1849 = the men wrote 8 Pages. "THE PRESENT TRUTH" = (No. 3 also in) August, 1849 = the men wrote 4 Pages before she wrote 4 Pages. THE FIRST THING SHE WROTE was an EXPLANATION of the Scope, and Length, and Breadth of her Work + Commission = meant for this, and for all other Writings + Articles to follow. Some "URIAH SMITH" took that first KEY paragraph, and threw it out. Then he took the rest of that Article = printed the LAST part FIRST = and the FIRST part LAST = now try to Understand it!

You can see this with your own eyes = RH A1:9. PT 21.

WHAT WAS THAT MISSING PARAGRAPH = ???

"DEAR BRETHREN + SISTERS - The Lord has shown me that it is my duty to relate to you, what he has revealed to me relating to the PRESENT TRUTH, our present tried, scattered state, AND our duty in view of the COMING JUDGMENTS of God." PT 21. RH A1:9. August 1849.

THIS WAS THE PATTERN = "At times I am carried FAR AHEAD into the FUTURE + shown what is to take place." SG 2:292.

THE SEALING = is a "JUDGMENT" = and the "JUDGMENT" = she declared was: "COMING." Later she said HOW + WHEN it was "COMING." We will come to that.

ENLARGING ON THIS THEME = she wrote in 1883 = "I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE for the OMISSIONS which are said to exist... The fact in the case is, that in these Visions I was carried FORWARD to the time when the resurrected saints shall be gathered into the kingdom of God. IN THE SAME MANNER the JUDGMENTS, the second Coming of Christ, the establishment of the Saints upon the New Earth have been presented before me. Does-anyone-suppose-that-these-scenes-have-YET-transpired?" SM 1:61,65. (See same = WTF 29.)

(B) Since we are dealing with her STYLE of Writi8ng = let us go to OTHER places where she ALSO WROTE =1800 years after JERUSALEM = "From the crest of Olivet, Jesus LOOKS upon JERUSALEM." (Present Tense. CHANGED in your GC to: LOOKED.)
"Fair + peaceful IS the scene spread out before Him."
(Present Tense. CHANGED in your GC to: "WAS.")

"In the midst of gardens... RISE the terraced hills."
(Present Tense. CHANGED in your GC to: ROSE.)

That was 1884 SoP 4:17. Your GC 17. Writing of the DARK AGES = she wrote: "NOW!!" 1884 SoP 4:43. Your GC 42. Writing of AFTER the 1,000 years she writes: "NOW!!" 1884 SoP 4:477, 479, 480, 483. Your GC 663, 665, 667.

(Thus we establish that a Prophet writes as the Drama unfolds: "NOW!!" Not meaning that it is HAPPENING: "NOW!!"
But that she sees it: "NOW!!")

"NOW in the SEALING TIME." only means NOW I see what is to happen in the SEALING TIME.

(4) WHAT ARE WE DEALING WITH = ???
We are dealing with the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT."
WHAT IS THE ORDER of the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT = ???
"Another book was opened, which is the Book of Life; and the DEAD were judged..." GC 480. 1884 SoP 4:308. Rev. 20:12.

"Till the THRONES were cast down... and the Books were opened"... in 1844... BEGINNING with those who first lived upon the earth, (Beginning with Adam!) our Advocate examines the cases of each SUCCESSIVE GENERATION, (These GENERATIONS shown in 1884 SoP 4:270-1. GC 431. SM 1:63. WTF 28. Each GENERATION has a NEW MESSAGE. Noah= ABRAHAM=LOT=CHRIST= 1844. Our Salvation depends on the manner in which we treat that MESSAGE.) and CLOSES with the LIVING." (Closes with the LIVING GENERATION.)

"... the LIVING RIGHTEOUS will receive the SEAL of God PRIOR to the Close of Probation." WTF 30. SM 1:66.

DO THESE STATEMENTS SAY THE JUDGMENT STARTED WITH THE LIVING IN 1844 = ???
"The JUDGMENT had been going on for the RIGHTEOUS DEAD, and THEN for the RIGHTEOUS LIVING." EW 280.

1888-9 = NO LIVING SINCE 1844 WERE JUDGED YET = !!
"Several times during the past Winter I have met the Report of that, during the Conference at Minneapolis, "sister White was shown that the JUDGMENT, which since 1844 had been passing upon the RIGHTEOUS DEAD, had now begun upon the LIVING." THIS-REPORT-IS-NOT-TRUE."ST:692.

=36=

"... careless hearers reported what they thought they heard." (Same reference. Same subject.) 51:692.

"The Dead were judged," says John (Rev. 20:12)....
BEGINNING with (Adam).... each successive generation...
(WEBSTER: successive = following each other WITHOUT INTERRUPTION = consecutive = sequence = in order =)

"and closes with the living (Generation.)... (Now pay new attention to all references speaking of the "closing work")"

"... the living... in the closing work of judgment their sins are blotted out... Christ will place his own signet upon his faithful ones, that he may present them to his father "a glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing."..."

WHY WAS THIS LEFT OUT OF YOUR GC 484 = ???. Because they want to be honored + glorified by innumerable multitudes?

"Those that are owned + approved of God are not therefore recognized + honored by the world... defamed, imprisoned, mobbed, hunted, and slain... the world will know them not, "because it knew him not." 1884 SoP 4:308-311. GC 484.

NO JUDGMENT OF NO LIVING IN 1884 = !!!

"Solemn are the scenes connected with the closing work of the Atonement. Momentous are the interests therein involved. THE JUDGMENT is now passing in the sanctuary above. Forty years has this work been in progress, SOON = none know HOW SOON = it will pass to the cases of the living... "Watch + pray, for ye know not when the time is." 1884 SoP 4:314-5.

NO JUDGMENT OF NO LIVING IN 1889 = !!!

"At such a time as this, just as the great work of judging the living is to begin..." 51:526. 1889.

NO JUDGMENT OF NO LIVING IN 1900 = !!!

"Now, when the great work of judging the living is about to begin..." 61:130. 1900.

(Another "now" for the judgment of the living = meaning, as it meant in EW 44 = some time in the future. Also, as in many other references - the sincere student of the testimonies will be interested to know the sealing of the living = is concurrent with the "mark of the beast." )

61:130. =37=

=37=
[This colored Sheet is a lift-out Page. Send it to a Friend. This is from Publication # 314. "BULLETIN BOARD" Hoehn Publications, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC V0H 1HO.]

FAITH ALONE!
(What a fool Doctrine! Imported from Babylon = that Frohm and Anderson foisted on this people = "'Tis a Fool!!!")

THE BIBLE SAYS =
"ADD to your Faith...KNOWLEDGE!!" [If you ADD something = is it still "ALONE??"] When the Lord tells them this people shall dwell "ALONE!!!" = and not be reckoned with the Nations, (Num.23:9, Deut.32:12, 33:28.) = then all of a sudden they do not know the Meaning of the word: "ALONE!!" = but worked from 1955 to 1973 = subservient to the Philistines + the Giants of the Land = went to Beddy-bye with Billy Graham and the Catholics = clutching the Maxwell Book. = KEY '73! [Oh! they schemed that one for a long Time! Finally made it. Hence the Balaam ditty: "By Faith ALONE!!" Roundly CONDEMNED in GC 471-2. For "ONLY Believe!!" MEANS no LAW, WORKS, EFFORT, STRIVING, OVERCOMING, BUILDING A CHARACTER = none of that is either "NEEDED!!" nor "WANTED!!" This is the Grease on the Slide to Perdition. Instead of EYE-SALVE they buy SLIDE-SALVE. Some are so Blind they fail to See the Difference + go by "STUPIDITY ALONE!!!"

KEY '73 = we saw a Night-Club Entertainer, Cigarette in hand = standing in the Pulpit = saying she did not know what she was doing here. = but she was appointed by the Council of Churches to lead out together with Freaks, Hippies, Unwashables, Queers, Jerks, and Seventh-day Adventists! RAA + HMSR calling on them to "Join the Church of your Choice!" Balaam riding for a Fall.

"Hear the Word of the Lord, ye children of Israel.... Therefore shalt thou fall in the Day, and the prophet also shall fall with thee in the Night, and I will de- stroy thy mother. MY PEOPLE ARE DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE; because thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I will also reject thee, THAT THOU SHALT BE NO PRIEST TO ME...

"...for themselves are separated with WHORES, and they sacrifice with HARLOTS: therefore the people that doth not UNDERSTAND shall fall... They shall go [in KEY '73] with their Flocks + with their Herds to seek the Lord; but they shall not find Him; He hath withdrawn himself from them...therefore I will pour out my WRATH upon them like water." Hosea 4:1,6,14. 5:6,10. (The Wise obey the Midnight Cry: "GO YE OUT! (A) TO MEET HIM!!!")
Then what chance do Adventists + Awakeners stand when they:
[A] DENY the need of any MIDNIGHT CRY calling anyone to, "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" This they deny.
[B] DENY the need of any "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the Most Holy Place until some future "JUDGMENT" or DEATH DECREES HOUR! (References p.12 this Paper.) Also RDB-GEP 200-7.
[C] Now DENY even THAT = with that MAXWELL BOOK = for does not MAXWELL = and FAGAL = and "FAITH FOR TODAY" hold open the DOOR OF PROBATION with the JW's = HWA = and the Jews of Tel Aviv who also look for the SAME MESSIAH to come to set up the SAME SDA BED-TIME STORY "ONE WORLD GOVT." with HMSR "ONE WORLD" = EEC "NO STRANGER NOW."

Here we have the Great Divide =


NO SUNDAY LAW IN SIGHT = and they are SEALED!(That is to say the NUCLEUS of them who call the "WISE" out of the Adventist Church to "JOIN" them! COL 406.)

[2] While the Adventist Church FIGHTS both the Truths of the MIDNIGHT CRY = plus the Truths of the 144,000 = plus the Truths of the Third Angel's Message = the Most Holy Place = the Sanctuary Truths = to suit their Pal = Billy Babylon Graham!

And that President of the Conference = that "OFFSHOOT" from the Truth = in a Two-Page Center-Spread Featured Article in the SDA MINISTRY Magazine = July, 1975 = p.24-5 = defies the very God in Heaven =

DARKIE ROBERTSON of the LA SDA CHURCH = said he could not give the Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans = because it has to come from OUTSIDE the Church! As any Page ought to know = COL 406 =


Yet has no idea of telling the Truth about the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) the LAODICEANS. =17=
THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS =

In the MISSING FOOTNOTES in EW 269-273 = but found in IT:179-183 = as the Lord throws down the Gauntlet and DARES them to "GATHER yourselves ["YOURSELVES!" = not the Lord's gathering! The Lord had nothing to do with Key '73] "GATHER... yea, GATHER... before the fierce anger of the Lord come upon YOU!!" IT:180. (Footnotes.)

"GATHER" with the UNCLEAN FROGS of Rev. 16 = as they "GATHER!" = to Armageddon. Rev. 16:13-16: Only one ingredient missing = which they are out to get now = "POWER!" And they are going after it in exactly the right place = OUTSIDE of the Third Angel's Message Most Holy Place. EW 254-6. See EW 261-3, 78, 88, 56. PT 71-2. 1846 Broadside. EGW-MR 29.

THE LOUD CRY STARTS =

with an 11th. Hour "COMPANY" = also called:"PROCESSION" = COL 406. Who have no need of that Church, who go by that "Synagogue of Satan" which your Preacher never reads about in TM 16. Who sweep BY that Church = as they give them ONE LAST CHANCE for Salvation: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" The Straight Testimony TO (not FROM!) TO the Laodicceans. [And the Wise join the Procession as the Door is Shut! COL 406]

BUT THAT LAODICIAN SWASHBUCKLER OFFSHOOT =

in a featured two-page spread = SDA MINISTRY = July 1975. p.24 = afraid of a "Hail of destructive invectives" if the man of God's appointment do it = PK 187. So he calls on the man of Pierson's appointment. "...apply the Laodi-cean Message PERSONALLY...to us as MINISTERS...What a precious MESSAGE of ENCOURAGEMENT Jesus has given His MINISTERS!!"

"Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD, thou REFUSEDEST to be ASHAMED...THEREFORE...there hath been NO LATTER RAIN."

Jer.3:3.

FIRE UP THE BOILERS =

with another $10,000,000.00 or $20,000,000.00 = as you follow KD+A as predicted to happen in SoP.1:300-6. There will be NO LOUD CRY = until there is a SPLIT in the Church = (A) A FALSE REFORMATION with the Doctrines listed + catalogued in GC 464-473. (B) This is the OMEGA shown in SM 1:204-5. (C) With "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" = (D) Which constitutes this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" = (E) that we are not to JOIN! For that would mean "APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH" = for they have NO TRUTH! SM 2:390. All they have is BILLY GRAHAM + the CATHOLICS + the LEFT-OVERS of the Wreckage of KEY '73! They are trying the Circus Wagon out of the Ditch ready to try again! KD+A.
"I WAS SHOWN THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" (CHANGED in EW 269.)
who give the Straight Testimony TO (not FROM!) TO the Laodi-
ceans. 1T:179. These. "PEOPLE OF GOD" = also called: "The
despised REMNANT" = who "Sigh + Cry for all the ABOMINA-
TIONS" done in the Church = and are therefore SEALED with
the SEAL of PHILADELPHIA = RH A5:386. WTF 14 (Footnotes.)
(and 50 other References.)

LEFT OUT of PK 593 = but found in RH A5:387 = Jan.16,1908=
A Work of Reform in the Last Days. PK 675. Sparked by an
Ezra, a Nehemiah, and a Zerubbabel. PK 677. Just when the
LAODICEANS "GATHER" themselves together with the AWAKE:
ENs, the EVANGELICALS, and the CATHOLICS in KEY '73 = PK 390.
God will "GATHER" those who were "DRIVEN AWAY." PK 391.
This "REFORM MOVEMENT" will be sparked to life by finding
"WRITINGS...strangely misplaced + lost." PK 392. As EZRA
reads them and gives "the Sense." PK 662. This brings a-
bout mourning for "Transgression." (Not like the Laodiceans
who "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" EW 270-1.)

THE RETURN OF THE EXILES = (Webster = expelled, Banished,
Offshoots, Dissidents, Rebels.) Return to the Truth = "Under the Leadership of these TWO MEN (JOSHUA + ZERUB-
BABEL) that the REMNANT of Israel returned at the Close
of the 70 years captivity." (LEFT OUT of PK 593 but found
in ORIGINAL WRITINGS = strangely misplaced + lost. RH A5:
387. Jan.16,1908.)

"At the Time of the End...God's REMNANT PEOPLE, standing
before the World as REFORMERS...They are the Repairers of
the Breach." PK 678.

And so they give the Midnight Cry = "Go ye OUT to meet
Him!" Try to catch any Adventist Minister (or a Reformer
for that matter!) Dead or Alive = who will give THIS LAST
SAVING MESSAGE! Of the DEAD BRANCH = RH A2:185,192,217,354,
452,556, RH A5:379,497,515,517.

1903 = ALPHA of Apostasy. "LIVING TEMPLE". to go to =
1973 = 70 years Captivity as FROOM took them into the.
OMEGA = with the MAXWELL "BOOK OF A NEW ORDER" that con-
stitutes this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" SM 1:204-5. That we
are NOT to "JOIN." SM 2:390. Because they will "JOIN"
the "Ranks of the Opposition." GC 608. 5T:463. Those who
go Step by Step with them will finally take the last Step,
they will keep the Pope's SUNDAY on Billy Graham's EASTER,
it will be both "EASY" and "POPULAR." God's people will
"FLEE from the WRATH to come." (WRITE for a free Packet!)
(D)
THE MARK OF THE BEAST vs THE SEAL OF GOD

if it is True that the "MARK OF THE BEAST" runs concurrent with the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD" = it would indeed be a Problem for the Saints of God to obtain the "Victory over the Beast" = over his "MARK" or "NUMBER" = if NONE of that was yet in Force = !!:

5T:152 The "TIME" is "COMING" when men cannot Buy. or Sell = save he that has the MARK of the BEAST. (No "MARK" at this Time. It is "COMING.")
1882 = Church + State will "UNITE" for this. (Future.)
SM 2:55 GC 450 This issue will split all Christendom into TWO CLASSES. 144,000 and BABYLON. (Future tense.)
Ev.234 No one has yet received the MARK. The TESTING TIME has not yet "COME." 1899.
Ev.235 When it comes = Church + State will UNITE.
8T:159 NATIONAL APOSTASY will end in NATIONAL RUIN.
6T:17 This subject not even fully understood in 1898 and will not be until Unrolling of the Scroll.
8T:160 At that Time a "MESSAGE" is to be proclaimed.
GC 602 Over + over again = the "TESTING TIME" will "COME." Not here in 1884 = it will "COME."
GC 604 With it will be the "FINAL WARNING." Receive
either the MARK of the BEAST or the SEAL of God.
GC 605 Adventist Church will go over to the World.
GC 606-8 They become our "most bitter enemies."
GC 612 No Church, no Family = will bind God's people now. The HONEST take the right side. SATAN comes as per the MAXWELL BOOK. From a Flying Saucer. The whole World will fall for it.
GC 624 Those kept in this Hour = are Philadelphians.
EW 263,88 GC 628-9 This is immediately followed by 7 Last Plagues.
GC 619 Plagues are followed by Death Decree.
GC 631 Voice of God delivers 144,000 without tasting Death. EW 164,283-4. SoP 2:337. 5T:692.
GC 648 Apostasy in SDA Church prepares way for IMAGE.
GC 444 By unity with EVANGELICALS + CATHOLICS in KEY '73. Keeping SUNDAY on EASTER. So the Lord
SoP 4:279 "GATHERS" the Outcasts of Israel. OUTCASTS who cried "ALOUD" and "SPARED NOT." GC 604-616.
SoP 4:283 In the "SEALING TIME of the 144,000" = in the
SoP 4:284 "CLOSING WORK" followed by the "SLAUGHTER" of all who have the wrong "MARK." If the "SEALING"
3T:266 started in 1844 = where was the "SLAUGHTER"
3T:267 that immediately follows? Ezechiel 9.
RH A2:49 SEALING TIME is very SHORT. SDA now reach over
5T:505 abyss Sligo + Andrews = Power-Pox-Exorcists.
EW 58 End is near. =38= 3-fold Union. A=B=C.
FACTS FOR GERMAN REFORM ON THE 144,000 =

(1) **YOUR STRONG POINT =** "NOW in this SEALING TIME." EW 44.
(2) **FUTURE =** the Key-Paragraph was LEFT OUT of that Testimony by URIAH SMITH - the Adventist False Prophet. Which showed: "The Lord has shown me... our duty in view of the COMING JUDGMENTS of God." PT 21. RH Al:9. August 1849.
(3) **NOT ONLY IS THE SEALING LISTED AS A COMING "JUDGMENT" OF GOD = but hand on the heels of the "SEALING" the Ezekiel 9 "SLAUGHTERING ANGELS" follow to execute their "JUDGMENT." (Has this taken place?)
(4) "SOON, none know HOW SOON = ..." 1884 SoP 4:314-5. "NOW, when the great work of JUDGING the LIVING is about to BEGIN..." 6T:130. 1900. (Do our learned Friends claim to: (A) Know HOW SOON = ??? It has been going on since 1844 = ??? They know "HOW SOON?" (B) When the Prophet herself did not know WHEN it would: "BEGIN" = !!! Obviously, a "JUDGMENT" that goes thru Generation after Generation of the "DEAD" = does not "BEGIN" with the LIVING in 1844! Clearly the Testimony reads: "BEGINNING with (Adam!)" GC 483.)

This is the clearest, most thorough Publication ever put out in reply to the learned NICOLICIS + DOERCHLERS. We hope some one will Dress it up and present it in better and clearer fashion. You have here the basic Essentials. (Perhaps Bro. Schimpf or Bro. Baer will do a better Job.)

(5) **IN CONTEXT =** the White Trustees forever accuse "Reformers" of: "...taking out of Context." Altho I notice they seldom, if ever = bother to PROVE that ACCUSATION + CONDEMNIATION. But here you have a PERFECT EXAMPLE of confusing an issue by: "...taking out of Context."

**NOT ONLY THAT =** but REVERSING the CONTEXT! (A) LEAVING OUT that first KEY-PARAGRAPH. (B) taking the REST of it = splitting it right down the Middle = printing the LAST part FIRST = and the FIRST part LAST = now try to understand the Truth of this most vital Question!

Read what you find in EW 42-45 = read that FIRST = then read what you find in EW 36-38 = read that LAST = than you will have it somewhat BACK-IN-CONTEXT = !!!

We told you where you could prove this FOR yourself and BY yourself = "THE PRESENT TRUTH" August 1849. RH Al:9.

Then see = that as it read ORIGINALLY = "NOW, in this SEALING TIME" = takes you into the Most Holy Place = the Wrath of God = the 7 Last Plagues = the Death-Decree = "Then ALL the Saints... were DELIVERED by the Voice of God... the 144,000." All this and much more in the ORIGINAL CONTEXT.
THE QUESTION OF THE SEALING = has always been vital to the thinking of all who have ever read the Third Angel's Message + "MY FIRST VISION." I have this to say to my learned Friends in German Reform =

[1] If only 144,000 are Saved since 1844 = of all the MILLIONS + BILLIONS on Earth since that Time = then Salvation is IMPOSSIBLE! I throw in the Sponge right now! I give up! There is no use.

[2] In the "LAST REMNANT OF TIME" = Satan will come down with great Power = knowing his Time is short. It is the Maxwell Book. It is EW 262-6,88. It is Maxwell "UNIVERSALISM!" Also called: "SPIRITUALISM!" It seemed the whole World was on Board this Devil's Train now puffing at Omega Siding. CLEARLY this is in the final Hours of Probation. And who does not Fall for this "SNARE" of Satan? "A LITTLE COMPANY" = on a "NARROW PATHWAY." EW 263.

[3] Now switch over to EW 14-19 and find "MY FIRST VISION" and that same narrow "PATH." Which is the Truth of the SEALING of the 144,000. The "MIDNIGHT CRY" being the BEGINNING of the Path = the BEGINNING of the "SEALING" = "an Angel told me." EW 14.

[4] This takes us to the Dead coming up = and the 144,000 shouting: "Halleluia!" as they recognized their friends who had been torn FROM them by DEATH. The very fact of DEATH = separated them from the 144,000 forever. Because here it shows [A] 144,000 = [B] those torn FROM them by Death. A second Group. EW 16.

[5] Now perhaps your learned NICOLICIS = DOERCHLERS = or other GRAMMARIANS = would like to show us ONE CASE = where "WITH" ever means: "ONE OF..." = ??? If Sr. White was "WITH" the 144,000 = does that mean: "ONE OF = ???" If a Cow is "WITH" a Calf = is that ONE or TWO = ??? If a Cowboy comes "WITH" a Horse = is that ONE or TWO? If a Car comes up the Road "WITH" a Trailer = is that ONE or TWO = ??? Would you like to write in and tell me wherever "WITH" means ONE = ??? Does not the very word DIVIDE = ??? Anything that comes "WITH" something else WEBSTER declares = is an "ASSOCIATION by way of ADDITION." for example to "Fight WITH one's neighbor." Does that make them ONE? another example = "to talk WITH friends," and so = on and on.

So here we have "The 144,000 shouted" as they recognized their "FRIENDS" torn from them by Death. Then the 144,000 are caught up "WITH" them to meet the Lord in the Air. EW 16. Does that make them ONE ???
[6] So in the SAME sense, and in no other Sense = if Sr. White was "WITH" the 144,000 she is a SEPARATE ENTITY = else Grammar has no meaning. If she was "ONE OF" = why did the Angel not say so? Or else "YOU with the 143,999." [7] And that Story about her going IN to the Temple = just forget that one. Just go back over the Scene = Step by Step.

(A) We began to look at the glorious things OUTSIDE the City. EW 18.
(B) There were glorious HOUSES, on four PILLARS.
(C) Then there was a FIELD where the Saints went "INTO."
(D) Another FIELD full of Flowers, another with GRASS.
(E) Then we ENTERED a FIELD full of all kinds of BEASTS.
(F) Then we ENTERED a WOOD... we passed THROUGH on the way to Mount Zion. The GLORIES all along.
(G) On Mount Zion was a glorious TEMPLE. And 7 other Mountains around it, all kinds of TREES around.
(H) As we were ABOUT to enter the Temple, Jesus raised His lovely voice + said,"ONLY the 144,000 enter this place," and we shouted,"Halleluia." SG 2:31,33,54-5.
(I) "The things I saw there I cannot describe." SG 2:54. EW 19.

SAW WHERE = ??? 'IN' the Temple = ??? Not one word that they went IN the Temple!!!

(J) As soon as Christ said,"ONLY the 144,000 ENTER this place" = she turned to what they looked at NEXT = if she would have ONCE stepped IN that Temple = she would have gone into Rhapsodies at the Sight = but-she-did-not!
(K) They all turned and examined the 7 PILLARS = TRANSPARENT GOLD set with PEARLS and Tables of Stone in which the names of the 144,000 were engraved in Letters of Gold. Where would all this be but on the OUTSIDE = ???
(L) So then we went "OUT" = "OUT" of WHAT = ??? The Adventists have FOOLEd many a person with that word "OUT" = are we going to be fooled again? "Some had been shaken OUT and left by the way." So the Adventist reads = EW 271. But turn to the ORIGINAL and see this is a "COMPANY" from which the WEAK + UNSTABLE are shaken OUT = back into the arms of the Laodiceans! FOOTNOTES LT:182. "OUT" of the little Company = "OUT" of the Book of Life! "OUT" of the LIGHT = INTO the MIDNIGHT DARKNESS of Laodicea!

[M] All along the Way - the Saints had been going IN + OUT of FORESTS + FIELDS = and they were down below the Temple examining the PILLARS = and they went "OUT" from among the PILLARS! to the City of God. =41= EW 19. SG 2:55.
IN THIS FIRST "PRESENT TRUTH" TESTIMONY = August 1849 =
When we read it in CONTEXT = when we put back what was
LAST = into it's place = we see this ORIGINAL TESTIMONY =
took us right thru the SEALING = right thru the PLAGUES.
"Then the 144,000 triumphed." PT 22. RH A1:9.

BUT SINCE THE TRUTH OF THE SEALING =
is not as simple as all that = we come to something here,
buttered + dissected by URIAH SMITH = (or Whoever was
in charge of the Press at that Time) = that fits in with
the grand Truths of the SEALING = the "GATHERING" of the
WHEAT = is not FIRST. The Lord of the Harvest Himself
orders: "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING" and
AFTER THAT = THE WHEAT.

MANY BESIDES GERMAN REFORM = understood the "FALSE RE-
FORMATIONS" she dealt with here = WERE THEN TAKING PLACE =
(in 1849) = and that their Probation was OVER !
Therefore she had to plainly state (in 1854 + again 1888)
"The FALSE Reformations here referred to are-yet-to-be-
more-fully-seen." (in 1888!) EW 45.

[1] She enlarged on these "FALSE REFORMATIONS" in GC
464-473 = even cataloguing the very Doctrines they would
be Teaching. "Faith ALONE." "ONLY Believe." "NO EFFORT."
"I AM SAVED-SINLESS."
[2] "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME." she wrote. GC 464. But BE-
FORE the TIME for such a MOVEMENT shall COME, (SATAN)
will endeavor to PREVENT it, by introducing a COUNTER-
FEIT." No true "MOVEMENT" and the COUNTERFEIT appears.
[3] Satan knows his Time is Short = so he works in
Religious "Revivals" and Political "Strife." Clearly
shown in FUTURE TENSE as the SEALING ANGEL commands the
4 Angels to "HOLD! HOLD! HOLD! HOLD!"

"...until this (SEALING) work was performed." TM 444-5.
[4] But let us look back to SATAN'S "SEALING" = as he
ties his Bundles for the Burning. Is this not happening
now? "I saw that the mysterious SIGNS + WONDERS, and
FALSE REFORMATIONS would increase + spread. The REFORM-
ATIONS that were shown me were not REFORMATIONS from
error to truth (This part in your EW 45 = but not this:)
but from BAD to WORSE; for those who PROFESSIONED a CHANGE
of Heart, had only wrapt about them a religious GARB,
which covered up the iniquity of a WICKED HEART. Some
APPEARED to have been REALLY CONVERTED, so as to deceive
God's people; but if their HEARTS could be seen, they
would appear as BLACK as ever... =42=

NOTICE = this amazing Prediction = SEALED = on the wrong Side =
More religious ZEAL than ever!

THIS IS CONTRARY TO ANY "VOICELESS PROPHECY" YOU HAVE EVER HEARD! According to the "VOICELESS PROPHECY" = if you commit the Sin against the Holy Ghost = you lose ALL DESIRE for "religion!" That as long as you have a DESIRE FOR "RELIGION" = you are on Safe ground and have NOT committed the Unpardonable Sin, you have NOT passed the Boundary of Hope.

[1] Did not Judas seek Repentance with many Tears - TOO LATE = ???
[2] Do not the Foolish Virgins seek Entrance - TOO LATE?
[3] Did not KD+A stand with Censors in their hands to the very last Moment = ??? PROFESSING RELIGION = ??? Were they not the "BIG THREE" of the then General Conference?
[4] It is no Miracle that Fools will show their gross Ignorance by spouting off on a Subject they know nothing about = but what never ceases to amaze me is the THOUGHTLESS HORDES who LISTEN and SAY NOTHING = !!!! "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" is the Cry of the "SENSELESS MULTITUDES!"

(This is "TESTIMONY LANGUAGE" speaking of the "KNOW-NOTHINGS" who followed the High-Priests without exercising their own Mind, Will, or Conscience. One of the most dangerous Doctrines imaginable = that when one has gone TOO FAR = the SIGN for that is = he loses all DESIRE-FOR-RELIGION! (HMSR) When, as a matter of Fact = the whole World will then get MORE-RELIGION!)

(But cast these Pearls before Swine - and all that one can expect = as in a Letter I received this Day = they will only turn and rend you! Take this next Reference = that I quote at length = so you will be SURE to know what is Truth = how many will APPRECIATE it = ??? Or how many will only be MAD = that the INVINCIBILITY-INFALLIBILITY-PERFECTIONISM = of their HMSR's has been brought into Question! With the spirit of JUDAISM + ROMANISM of the Dark Ages = they demand, insist, that you recognize their Holy Potentates as Holy Untouchables = OR ELSE = !!! To the Rack! To the Stake! EXCOMMUNICATE THEM!)

Between the Devil and the Holy See. (in Washington, D.C.) EXCOMMUNICATE ME FOR THIS:

"When God's presence was finally withdrawn from the Jewish Nation, priests + people =43= KNEW-IT-NOT. Though under
the control of Satan, and swayed by the most horrible and malignant PASSIONS, they-still-regarded-themselves-as-the-chosen-of-God. The MINISTRATION in the Temple CONTINUED; sacrifices were offered upon their polluted altars, and DAILY the divine blessing was invoked upon a people GUILTY of the BLOOD of God's dear Son, and seeking to slay His ministers + apostles. So when the irrevocable decision of the Sanctuary has been pronounced, and the Destiny of the World has been forever fixed, the inhabitants of the Earth will-know-it-not. The FORMS of RELIGION will be CONTINUED by a people from whom the Spirit of God has-been-finally-withdrawn; and the Satanic ZEAL with which the Prince of Evil will inspire them for the accomplishment of his malignant designs, will-bear-the-SEMBLANCE-of-ZEAL-FOR-GOD." GC 615.

Will one of you Lovers of HMR LIES = write him and tell him he is WRONG = ??? As WRONG as the DEVIL = ???
Or dare you not Cry Aloud = not show them ANY of their "ABOMINATIONS" = let alone "ALL" of them!
So therefore = you CANNOT be SEALED = !!!!

Have you counted the Cost =
If your Membership should be Lost = ???

"He that would be a FRIEND of the World = IS the ENEMY of God." LOVE NOT = !!! "LOVE NOT the World nor....."

"The FRIEND of God - such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES = and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMS." 4T:615.

Why were 200 "CONDEMN" statements like this LEFT OUT of that ODOM INDEX = ??? To please HMR = the Devil = or both = ???

Did you ever look up the Psalms and MARK the word = "HATE" = ??? To learn what God "HATES?" Because the Days in which we live = "WRATH unmixed with MERCY" = is about to be poured out = which will OVERWHELM those NOT PREPARED for it because they listened to the Soft-Soap Artists = the Soft-in-the-head MAXWELLS-WRIGHTS-BRINSMEADS-FROOMS.
PAY, ATTENTION NOW = BECAUSE:
"For WITHOUT are DOGS... and whosoever LOVETH + MAKETH a LIE." Rev.22:15. 21:27. Ps.101:7.

FALSE REFORMATIONS =
The last, final, and great attempt of Satan to ensnare the inhabitants of the Earth = will be with GREAT COUNTERFEIT "REFORMATIONS" = with POWER + SIGNS + WONDERS = when they have PASSED-THE-BOUNDARY-OF-HOPE! When Adventists + Awakeners worship OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place! E2 56,261,78,273. =44=
THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY

"My Message to you is: No longer consent to LISTEN without PROTEST to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES... Be not deceived; MANY will depart from the Faith, (not from the Church!) giving heed to seducing spirits + Doctrines of Devils. (from our Pulpits. TM 409) We have now before us the ALPHA of this DANGER. The OMEGA will be of a most startling nature... "MEET IT!" SM 1:196-7, 200.

This will come by a "GREAT REFORMATION" among "Seventh-day Adventists" = "Our Religion would be CHANGED" = a "NEW ORGANIZATION would be established. BOOKS-OF-A-NEW-ORDER. (the Maxwell Book.) SM 1:204. 1904. "MEET IT!"205.

Re-read that Testimony of warning again and look for the word: "FOUNDATION" = their "FOUNDATION" would be built upon the "SAND" and "STORM" TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure" = so therefore =

"We (whoever is "WE") "WE cannot now step off the FOUNDATION that God has established. WE cannot now enter into any NEW ORGANIZATION; for this would mean APOSTASY from the Truth." SM 2:390. 1905. (We cannot now follow these Laodicean "OFFSHOOTS.")

THE MARK OF THE BEAST - THE SEALING =

Did you ever Wonder = why the Church SUDDENLY went SILENT = on the MARK OF THE BEAST = ???
Did you ever Wonder = why the Church SUDDENLY went SILENT = on the SEALING and the 144,000 = ???
Did you ever Wonder = why Preachers are THREATENED who dare Preach on it = ???
Did you further Wonder = how so many = can be so easily INTIMIDATED = by so FEW = ???
Did you ever Wonder = why sincere + honest Ministers = do not start a Break-away Movement = ???

WE NOW HAVE A PAPER = from some one who REALLY KNOWS = !!! That just such a thing is in the Offing! We also have ANOTHER PAPER from some one who also REALLY KNOWS = !!! That what we have been Predicting on the Strength of EGW PREDICTIONS TO COME = that BREAK-AWAY MOVEMENTS ARE-EVEN-AT-THE-DOOR!

Then what will the poor Adventist do - who is PLEADING to STAY-WITH-THE-MOVEMENT = when the Lord is setting His Hand to "DIVIDE + SCATTER THEM NOW" IN-THE-SEALING-TIME! when they have TWO POPES ==45== which one will they follow? The Black or the White?
NEUTRALS =
Then what will those wonderful "NEUTRALS" do = ??? Who only went by the MAJORITY = !!! No Mind of their own! Like "Tail-gate" drivers on the Highway = no INDIVIDUALITY! Since they never did go' by TRUTH = but by POPULARITY= now they will be tossed like a Cork in the Ocean! Today they will be with this Faction that SEEMS the MOST POPULAR = Tomorrow, some one will convince them = THAT Faction seems MOST POPULAR! So they will quickly JOIN THAT ONE!

Going from AUSTRALIAN SEA to WASHINGTON D.C. - seeking the Lord = they shall not find Him! He hath WITHDRAWN Himself (into the Most Holy Place. EGW) from them!

"A REFORMATION from BAD to WORSE." "There will be LORDS MANY!"

It will mean I will be cut off from this one Source of Information = but perhaps with this Paper = in this Special Packet =NONE will receive this Special Packet unless they WRITE or have WRITTEN.

1) PUBLICATION # 312 = JONES + WAGGONER. HOLY FLESH. SLIGO-ANDREWS EXORCISM SPECIAL. POWER-POX.
2) Some Reprints not released before.
3) PUBLICATION # 314 = this Paper. LETTERS + REPLY.
4) Perhaps that one Paper or a mention of the other.
5) Keep your Name on the List!

We found out why some Plates we made were so Poor. They did not tell me they have only so much SHELF-LIFE! Other companies DATE them! So I had about $200.00 worth RUINED. Fortunately the Dealer took them back. So now I should be able to do better OFFSETTING.

FROOM =
FROOM was the "HOUTEFF" of Adventism. He was in charge from 1933 to 1973 = 40 years of FROOM. Now the Adventist Church is trying to straighten out the Wreckage + Mess = the WATERGATE of KEY '73 = what-went-Wrong? As the Jews in Old Jerusalem - the streets of Jerusalem were slippery with the Blood of Jew killing Jew = BEFORE the Romans battered down the Walls! GC 31-8. 1884 SoP 4:29-38.

No "FROOM" to fall back on to decide Issues = Strong men making their play for Power. Faction getting ready to take after Faction. The Power-play is on! FLEE for your LIFE! Now take your Stand = for the UNPOPULAR TRUTH. EW 69.

GERMAN REFORM + THE UNPOPULAR TRUTH OF THE 144,000 = The Testimonies speak of the SEALING as an "EVENT" = not a long-dragged-out "PROCESS." The SEALING is "very SHORT" it is immediately =46= FOLLOWED by the Angels
with "Slaughter Weapons" in their hands. So if we do not know when the SEALING starts - we will likely know when the "SLAUGHTER" starts!

SATAN THE UNIFIER.

"... just now in this SEALING TIME... Satan was trying his every Art to HOLD them WHERE they were, until the SEALING was PAST... and they LEFT without a Shelter from the burning WRATH of God, in the 7 Last Plagues... the Day of SLAUGHTER... I saw... FALSE REFORMATIONS... for the TIME of their SALVATION is PAST." EW 44-5.

But if the SEALING is dragged on for 130 years (or as the JW's have it) = no definite "SIGNS" or "CRISIS" = it is just a common-every-day-Thing = !!! No, thank you! I do not Buy that! That is NOT the Message of the Testimonies of Ellen G. White = AT ALL!!! Nor of Ezekiel 9 = !!! We do not Bow at the Relics of some Old Bones of some "Saint Loughborough," or "Saint Uriah Smith."

And thus make the Word of God of non-effect by their Tradition. The Lord showed up URIAH SMITH in 1888. I do not want one of his Books in my House. Except to show where he is WRONG. As WRONG as the CATHOLICS he went by! or the "Bishop Newtons." or "Bourdeau."

Now for the first Time = we see the Connection between the SEALING = "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" = the PATH cast high above the Earth = vs Satan's (Maxwell's) Train = and MOUNT CARMEL "VOICE OF GOD" = ARMAGEDDON! No Nations! Only denomi-NATIONS. Otherwise the World is ONE with the BEAST + the Adventist IMAGE. BRINSMEAD + MAXWELL.

FOR GERMAN REFORM = A BIBLE STUDY =

[1] When did the Court sit in Heaven?
   In 1844, 1884 SoP 4:258-272. GC 423-432.

   "...and the DEAD were Judged." GC 480-3. (308-9).

[3] Did it not begin with the Saints of 1844 = ???
   "BEGINNING with (ADAM)...." GC 483. (309.) Rev.20:12.

[4] Then with whom does it continue in Sequence?
   "...our Advocate presents the cases of EACH SUCCESSIVE GENERATION." (of the DEAD.) GC 483. (309.) Rev.20:12.

[5] With whom does it Close?
   "...and CLOSES with the LIVING." GC 483. (309.)

[6] How many SEALS were OPENED in the 1844 JUDGMENT?
   "...the Lamb opened ONE of the SEALS." Rev.6:1.

[7] What do we see when He opens the 6th. SEAL?
   4 Angels hold 4 Winds for the SEALING in the FOREHEADS. Rev.7:3. 144,000.

=47=
[8] What does that Prove = under the 6th. SEAL?
Can the SEALING ANGEL place a "MARK" on the Foreheads of the DEAD = ??? When they are but DUST?
They have to be LIVING SAINTS to place a SEAL of the LIVING GOD = in their "FOREHEADS."

[9] How else can you prove from the Bible that these are "LIVING SAINTS?"
As the SEALING ANGEL "ascends from the East" = saying hold the 4 Winds till we have SEALED the 144,000 "in their Foreheads" - the Margin Reference gives us Ezekiel 9:4.

[10] What does that say?
"...set a MARK upon the FOREHEADS of the men that Sigh + that Cry for all the ABOMINATIONS that be done in the midst thereof." Ezekiel 9:4.

Can the DEAD = Sigh + Cry = ???

[12] Do you have any more Proof?
Ezekiel 9:1-8 = the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS FOLLOW the SEALING ANGEL and: "Slay utterly." Can they SLAY the DEAD = ???

[13] Do you have any more Proof?
Ezekiel 8 is the ABOMINATION CHAPTER = which lists the "ABOMINATIONS" which they "DO." Hardly possible for the DEAD to be doing any "ABOMINATIONS." This HAS to be the LIVING.

[14] Alright = you have proven that this is the LIVING, what proof that this is in the End of Time?
"While John was shown the LAST great struggles of the Church... brought into deadly conflict with the BEAST + his IMAGE... looking beyond the smoke + din of the BATTLE, he beheld a company upon Mount Zion with the Lamb, having, INSTEAD OF the Mark of the Beast, the "Father's name written in their Foreheads." ...
stand on the Sea of Glass... The SCENES to be enacted in our World are not even DREAMED of... In the Visions given to Isaiah, to Ezekiel, and to John we see how closely Heaven is connected with the EVENTS taking place upon the Earth." 5T:752-3.

[15] What more from Ezekiel?
See the Scenes in GC 655 as it goes into 656 = taken from EZEKIEL. Ezekiel 9 is the SEALING chapter.
Ezekiel 8 is the ABOMINATION chapter = and the greatest ABOMINATION of all is turning their back on the Temple (Sanctuary Truths) and keeping the Pope's EASTER on Billy Graham's SUNDAY! =48
[16] Anything else from Ezekiel?

We cannot BEGIN to deal with EZEKIEL let alone ISAIAH and all the Rest. EZEKIEL 7:1,7,9,15,16. "AN END, THE END is come upon the 4 Corners of the Land... THE TIME is come, the DAY OF TROUBLE is near... I will recompense thee according to thy ways + thine ABOMINATIONS... THE TIME IS COME... The SWORD is without, and the PESTILENCE + Famine within... But they that ESCAPE of them shall ESCAPE, and shall be on-the-Mountains." (Then follow Ezekiel 9 with Ezekiel 10 and chapter after chapter dealing with the SAME SUBJECT + WHY this is COMING = because of the APOSTATE MINISTRY. "They that LEAD thee CAUSE thee to ERR, and they that are LED of them are DESTROYED.") And so on they go = into the Voice of God = which is ARMAGEDDON. There is no other. See 5T:216 how to PREPARE.

[17] Is there any other Proof that the SEALING is ONLY at the END = ???

"...in the CLOSING work for the Church, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000." 3T:266.

[18] But did not the 6th. SEAL open in 1844 = ???

How could it if:

[A] Rev.5:1 = the Book sealed with 7 Seals. 1844.
 [B] Rev.6:1 = the Lamb "opened ONE of the Seals."
 [C] Rev.6:9 = some still "SEALED" their Testimony with their BLOOD! This is NOT the SEAL of the "LIVING GOD!" Under the 5th. SEAL they still DIE = under the 6th. they DO NOT. Those who go by URIAH SMITH =
 [D] "THERE ARE SOME WHO ARE DECEIVED" = "The FIFTH chapter of Revelation needs to be closely studied. It is of great importance to those who SHALL ACT A PART in the work of God for these LAST DAYS. There are SOME who are DECEIVED. They do not realize what is COMING on the Earth... "And I beheld when he had opened the 6th. SEAL." 9T:267. 1909.

[E] The 6th. SEAL = seals the 6th. CHURCH. There is no Salvation under the 7th. SEAL or the 7th. CHURCH.

[19] Prove that Point.

"I will SPEW thee OUT!" See what that means: 6T:408. This has NEVER been read in ANY Seventh-day Adventist Church = nor WILL it ever be! If you know of one = tell me WHERE + WHEN! This Church is the Church of the "JUDGING" = the Saints "Come NOT into JUDGMENT!" There is NO HOPES for anyone that comes "INTO JUDGMENT." The SAINTS are PARDONED = NOT JUDGED! The Lord comes to Gather his "JURY of 12" for the Supreme Court JUDGING of the 7th. Church under the 7th. SEAL. The 1,000 year Court. =49=
PROVE that the Seventh-day Adventist (Last Church!) PROVE that is the LOST CHURCH!

A) "Of those who BOAST of their LIGHT, and yet fail to WALK in it, Christ says,"...And thou, Capernaum [Seventh-day Adventists, who have had great LIGHT, EGW],... shall be brought down-to-HELL... And I will cast you OUT of My sight."Hear now this, 0 foolish people, and without Understanding..."Therefore the SHOWERS have been withheld, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN." RH A3:69. August 1,1893.

B) "He will take his Holy Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to OTHERS." RH A3:273,248. July 16,1895.

C) "He will use OTHERS." (Same, p.275. July 23,1895.

D) "The Lord chose OTHERS...And then these LEADERS...act like men who have lost their Reason." TM 70.

E) "...will be LEFT without the SEAL of God...the men with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS...BEGIN at My Sanctuary. Then they BEGAN at the ANCIENT MEN which were (STILL!) before the House"(STILL carrying on their HMSR mockery!) HERE-WE-SEE-THAT-THE-CHURCH...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER." 5T:211. TM 182. A2:105. A5:238,242,386,401,171.

F) "...the Lord will raise up OTHERS." RH A3:18. A2:144.

(G) "The SEAL of the living God is upon His people. THIS SMALL REMNANT." 5T:211-3.

H) "...in the CLOSING scenes of the great Day of Atone-
ment. THE REMNANT CHURCH...Those who KEEP the Command-
ments of God + the Faith of Jesus, will feel the Ire of the DRAGON + his Hosts... But here is a LITTLE COM-
PANY who are RESISTING..." PK 587. RH A5:385.

I) "In the Time of the End, THE PEOPLE OF GOD will Sigh and Cry for the ABOMINATIONS...THE DESPISED REMNANT...[Adventists can prove that they are NOT DESPISED!]...They have RESISTED...THE SEAL...144,000."PK 590-1.

J) (LEFT OUT of PK 593=) "JOSHUA...ZERUBBABEL...It was under the Leadership of THESE-TWO-MEN that the REMNANT of Israel RETURNED at the close of the 70 yrs. Captivity. RH A5:387. Jan.16,1908. [SALPIR] Apoc.1903. 70 years Captivity to the Laodiceans = 1973 = it is Time to Return

K) "...the SCATTERED TRIBES(Reformers)...as the 4 WINDS...to be NUMBERED among the REMNANT." PK 599.

L) "The DRAGON was WROTH with the...REMNANT...the TRUE CHURCH...this LAST GREAT CONFLICT...Men of POSITION + REPUTATION (5T:212) will JOIN (GC 608) with the LAWLESS (RDB) and the VILE(Power-Pox Hell-Believers) to take counsel AGAINST the people of God." PK 605.
"THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = being the "COMPANY" = the 11th Hour men (COL 399) that give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" = the LAODICEANS not being: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD." As anyone who knows their History ought to know. "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS."

LEFT OUT of EW 269 = but found in ORIGINAL 1T:179 = the "PEOPLE OF GOD" give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY that the Laodiceans badly need. But the Adventists form themselves into a "Hollow Square" to "TEAR DOWN" = 2T:440. "They would TEAR DOWN what the Lord would restore by the Laodicean Message." TM 22-3.

The Adventists, of course = go along with the smug Satisfaction = that no matter how Rotten + "DEFECTIVE" they may be = they are STILL the:" ONLY object on Earth on which He bestows His SUPREME REGARD." Not knowing that their Preacher who reads that = somehow FAILS to tell them the Difference between "CHURCH" + "SYNAGOGUE." TM 15-6.

Rev.3:9 = the PHILADELPHIAN "CHURCH" has a Battle to the Death = with the "Synagogue of Satan" = who became so "DEFECTIVE" there was only one Remedy = "SPEW" them OUT!

"On this BATTLE-FIELD will be fought the LAST GREAT CONFLICT... IN THE TIME OF THE END... God's REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as REFORMERS... They are the REPAIRERS of the Breach." PK 606, 678.

[21] Who are they?
Did you ever read: "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK?" (BBH 35c)
"The LIVING Saints, 144,000 in number, knew + understood the Voice...By this time the 144,000 were all SEALED + perfectly UNITED. On their FOREHEADS was written, God, New Jerusalem, and a glorious Star containing Jesus' new name." WFT 14. (And there you have a (g) = pointing to the FOOTNOTES = Rev.3:12-PHILADELPHIA!)

I had a World-Famous Adventist colporteurre tell me: "Well! That PROVES it!" Yes - it certainly does.

[22] TWO QUESTIONS: Who are the Pioneers? What did they Teach on the Question of the SEALING + the 144,000?

Courtesy of: LEO RAND, Bret Harte Inn, R 116, Grass Valley, Calif. 95945.


"THE 144,000."

"The history + description of the 144,000 apply to those who are to be changed at the coming of the Lord, and to no other class. First, having his Father's Name written in their Foreheads = "Said the True Witness to the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH,"
him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the Temple of my God, and he will go no more out, and I will write upon him the name of my God, where? In their foreheads, just where John saw the Father's name.

"Now, JUST AS SURE AS THE PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH IS THE TRUE CHURCH OF THE LAST DAYS, just so sure the 144,000 are Sealed, just before the Coming of the Lord."

HERAM EDSON.
DAVID ARNOLD.
GEO. W. HOLT.
SAMUEL W. RHODES.
JAMES WHITE.
1850.

ELLEN G. WHITE - MTH 30. SM 1:66. 1883

"The LIVING righteous WILL receive the SEAL of God PRIOR to the CLOSE of PROBATION." (WILL = future tense.)

"...even every one that is written among the LIVING in Jerusalem." Isa. 4:3.

If we accept Light = more Light will Shine on our Pathway. We learn Nothing = except we Teach it to others.

Those who take the wrong Side on the Question of the SEALING = WHO = WHEN = WHY = failure to accept the Light that was given in:"MY FIRST VISION" = will leave us UNPREPARED for the Days ahead of us when all Signs indicate = it is even at the Doors. Are we Prepared = ???

Many are concerned about Loved Ones who do not see the Light = or others for whom they have a Burden = and some look with longing desire that their Church or Group should accept the Light =

DO NOT EVER FORGET THIS:

Sr. White saw a number of COMPANIES or PARTIES bound together by (Uriah Smith) CORDS. Many in these companies were in TOTAL DARKNESS. If they refused the LIGHT when it came to them, they were "LEFT" in Darkness. EW 240.

"The different PARTIES of professed Advent believers have EACH a LITTLE truth, but God has given ALL these truths to His children who are being PREPARED for the Day of God. He has also given them Truths that NONE of these PARTIES know, neither will they UNDERSTAND. Things that are SEALED up to them, the Lord has opened to those who WILL see = are ready to UNDERSTAND." EW 124.

"The work of PREPARATION is an INDIVIDUAL work. We are NOT saved in GROUPS." GC 490. In that little narrow Path = one followed in the Footprints =52= of another. LS 190.
"I WILL SPEW THEE OUT OF MY MOUTH."

"We have a great Truth, but...Satan has some in with his specious temptations, and has led the PROFESSED followers of Christ away from their Leader, classing them with the FOOLISH VIRGINS." TM 130. 1897. 5T:21,101.

READ THIS TO BRINSMEAD =

"The OIL so much needed by those who are represented as FOOLISH VIRGINS, is not something to be PUT ON the OUTSIDE. They must bring the Truth INTO the Sanctuary of the Soul, that it may CLEANSE, REFINISH, + SANCTIFY...CHARACTER must be FORMED by us as INDIVIDUALS... IN PROBATIONARY TIME." RH A3:292. Sept.17,1895.

"The State of the Church represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS, is also spoken of as the LAODICEAN STATE." RH A2: 420. Aug.19,1890.

Who wants to be LAST = who wants to be LOST = who wants to be FOOLISH = who wants to be a LAODICEAN = ???

TO GERMAN REFORM =

[1] Your procrastinating preoccupation with a meaningless: "SEALING" which degrades it to having NO MEANING AT ALL!

[2] Has resulted in MEDIocre magazine articles:
(A) What "THE WORLD" is doing = following the URUAIH SMITH lead of watching the "WORLD!"
(B) And to your own saying: "PEACE, and Safety!"
(C) Printing large portions of Sr. White's writings. Do not the people HAVE them to READ for themselves?
(D) Reiterating the Delusions of URAlh SMITH.
(E) Afraid to meet such issues as:"OPERATION WHITECOAT."
(D)1 Show me ONE ARTICLE against that MAXWELL BOOK.
(E)2 ONE ARTICLE against: "I AM SAVED!"...
(F) ONE ARTICLE against: "KEY '73" - BEFORE or AFTER!
(G) ONE ARTICLE against the AWAKENING JESTERS.
(H) ONE ARTICLE against the AWAKENING + now the SDA in the 1970 GC Session = going clear OUT of the Sanctuary in the name of:"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" = they find:"JESUS" in the OUTER COURT! Does this mean NOTHING to you = ???
(I) Or are you in some:"UPPER ROOM" afraid of the Jews?
(J) Let us show them = "ALL their ABOMINATIONS!"
(K) Do you know the Adventist Church was held together by FROOM from 1933 to 1973 = but now he is GONE =
(L) And a BIG BUST in right in the Offing! Where is your Literature to set these people STRAIGHT = ???
(M) Did your Leaders ever tell you = the Adventists CHANGED that URIAH SMITH BOOK the same as they CHANGED the Testimonies! There must have been 5 Committees sat on that Dead Man's Chest on 5 separate occasions = one sat for over 5 YEARS! And about as soon as they "REVISED" that Book "Written by an Angel's Hand" = it was ready to be "REVISED" again! You are NOT hearing:"URIAH SMITH!". You are hearing:"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM!" Why not go BACK to the Church and hear it DIRECT = why settle for SECOND-HAND = ???

(N) Perhaps the Lord will set His Hand in your midst = so you also will have a BIG BUST as well as the Adventists, and for the same Reasons.

_____________________

JAMES WHITE =

You saw what JAMES WHITE said about the SEALING, the Close of Probation, and the 144,000 = in this Paper.
You can also read DOZENS of other Testimonies by James White = such as "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" = and see if you can Harmonize that with what your Leaders say he was Teaching!

Do you know how they perpetuated that Hoax on you = ???
Well, I sure was Surprised! I found out the Truth about that from your:"STANDARD BEARER" and HENRY SCHIMPF = !!!
Yes, I did! HENRY was HONEST enough to print a bit MORE than some of your other Leaders.

WHAT DID HENRY PRINT = ???

Some one wrote in to the R&H = Question department.
Asking how come "THOUGHTS ON THE REVELATIONS" = the Book by URIAH SMITH = was saying some of the 144,000 are "RAISED" from the Dead? How can URIAH SMITH teach that in his Book = when they "NEVER SEE DEATH?"

JAMES WHITE said: "We well know the views of the Author (the views of Uriah Smith) the Author of Thoughts on Revelation, on this point, are and ever HAVE BEEN; and they are simply these:...." R&H. Sept. 23,1880. HENRY SCHIMPF = "THE STANDARD BEARER" April-June 1971. p.5.
So then we PICK OUT the WORDS of:"JAMES WHITE" when he EXPLAINS the TEACHING of his enemy = URIAH SMITH = whose expressions were:"...not used with sufficient care." and make THAT the "RELIGION" of JAMES WHITE! Strictly HONEST people will come to a Knowledge of the Truth. Here is the Truth:

=54=


"God's people will be delivered, "every one that shall be found written among the LIVING." Isa.4:3. GC 37.

"Be prepared to DIE in the Lord OR to be TRANSLATED to Heaven." 2T:453.

"The JUDGMENT...for the righteous DEAD, and THEN for the righteous LIVING." EW 280.

"...and Jesus would be honored by TRANSLATING the faithful, waiting ones, who had so long expected Him, WITHOUT THEIR SEEING DEATH." SG 1:202-3.

"NO ONE has yet received the MARK. The TESTING TIME has NOT YET COME...When you OBEY the DECREES;! CEASE from labor on SUNDAY... you consent to receive the MARK... and refuse the SEAL of God." Ev.234-5. 1899. 1897.

"ELIJAH was a type of the Saints who WILL BE LIVING... WITHOUT TASTING DEATH... TRANSLATED... WITHOUT SEEING DEATH... Satan... CANNOT destroy the weakest of God's Saints. ANGELS... WILL PROTECT THEM." PK 227,513.

"NONE BUT the 144,000 can learn that Song... an EXPERIENCE... such as NO OTHER COMPANY have ever had... TRANSLATED... from among the LIVING." GC 649.

This is more = much, much MORE = than has ever before been presented to clarify this Point for any Honest being. This is more = much, much MORE = than enough. Thank God for His marvelous Light on our Pathway. So we may be PREPARED and ARMED = with the Truth. And be TRANSLATED or DIE in the Lord. If we are too WEAK, too OLD, or too YOUNG. Amen.

ORGANIC GARDENING + FARMING. May 1975. p.10.

MARIGOLDS HALT WIREDWORMS IN POTATOES =

Dear Sir:

I have just read the question from E.A.Dufresne about WIREDWORMS destroying potato crops ("Protecting Potato Crop from Wireworms," Feb. Questions + Answers). I am surprised you did not recommend companion planting. I know that MARIGOLDS planted between potato hills will destroy the WIREDWORMS, and the potatoes will be perfect. I have done this for several years + have not had a sign of the worm.

Mrs. Randie Reed, Cloquet, Minnesota.

Bro. Davis says MARIGOLDS must be raised in the Greenhouse and PLANTED (not SEEDED) to do any good.

Wireworms thrive in loose, sandy, dry Land. Low + heavy Soils usually drown them out.
July 19, 1975.

Please send me more on the Title. I had to distribute what you sent me to believers who needed it. So I was soon out.... Sincerely = MICHIGAN.

---

A NOTE FROM ANN DEMICHAEL:

These who want IODINE from Natural sources = ORGANIC IODINE TABLETS. (3 mg.) 100 = $3.00. THYROTYPHIN (extract of beef thyroid tissue) (42.4 mg.) 100 = $6.00. Must be prescribed + obtained through M.D. = D.C. = D.O. (for more information write to: STANDARD PROCESS LABS. Inc. MILWAUKEE, Wis. 53201.)

---

July 10, 1975.

Please send a copy of your VIENNA G.C. SESSION SPECIAL to = (It was requested, thank you.) We are Adventists, and we are sorry our Leaders have made mistakes, big mistakes. We hope they will do better in the future. Pray for them, please. CALIFORNIA.

We pray for those they have cast out for Principle. We also pray for those who never heard the Truth. We cannot see them doing better in the future = for it is Written = their "REFORMATIONS" will be "from BAD to WORSE." We believe the Testimonies + rejoice in them.

---

July 8, 1975.

I am not being impudent, but who are you?

What is your work?.... I've never heard of you before.

Please put me on your mailing list - do send me any back material I have missed - I haven't read enough to make up my mind about you yet = but I have read enough to know I want to investigate more. One thing = I don't understand all your abbreviations. So do you have a list? Hoping to hear from you soon... SOUTHWEST CTY, MO.

---

July 11, 1975.

In some of the literature I rec'd. from you, you mention Series B #6. RH A4:519... Series A.... Where can I get these Books or Papers. I have Series B #2+7 = but am not able to get any more of Series B or Series A. Can you help me = ??? OREGON.

---

O R E G O N:

Alright - I get the Message. I have had so many requests for an ABBREVIATION LIST = that I will have to prepare one and try to get it in this Mailing. Together with an Explanation about these Books.

---

Dear Brether Hoehn:

18/6/75, AUSTRALIA.

This is to be a 'leisurely letter', nothing on my mind so that I can write personally to you. I want to say how much
I appreciated your Paper on the Flood & its results. I found it extremely interesting. Also your Study on the 144,000 has proved a tremendous help to me as I do not have all the material you quoted.

There are lots of notes in my notebook on the SEALING but I have not many on the 144,000, none stating that the 144,000 do not see death.

The article by James White has certainly been misrepresented by the Reform; none but the blind would fail to see that James White was opposing the view set forth by Uriah Smith in his book "Thoughts" = Thank you for making this known.

You make your point when you say that this SEALING just before the Close of Probation is a SEAL that has never before been bestowed upon any other people. "The LIVING SAINTS 144,000 in number...On their foreheads was written God, New Jerusalem and a glorious star containing Jesus' new name."

I like that - Jesus "new name"! It is also a MARK of deliverance - deliverance from the power of Babylon which extends into the 6th. Plague = when her power is broken. The Saints have been crying for deliverance from the death sentence which is to be executed in the 6th. Plague. But it is at midnight when the Saints are delivered. What Reformers seem to forget is that the "SEAL is also CHARACTER PERFECTION". Many who are 'Sabbath-keepers' will say, "Lord, we have done many good works" but the Lord says, "Depart from Me, I never knew you."

The SEAL is also a MARK which only angels can see so that when the angel of death does his work on the impenitent (Ezek 9) the Saints will have this protection - this MARK of deliverance. How beautiful is the truth of God! So consistent = so plain, so easy to be understood.

"In a LITTLE WHILE every one who is a child of God will have his SEAL upon him. O that it may be placed upon our foreheads! Who can endure the thought of being PASSED BY WHEN (future Tense!) the angel goes forth to SEAL the servants of God in their foreheads?" RH May 22,1889. I do not know where I copied this from.

This is from RH A2:305. May 28,1889.

NEXT PAGE. JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH = "Let us come into the presence of Christ. He is cleansing the heavenly Sanctuary. Let us enter there by Faith." RH A2:306. May 28,1889.

"The MARK of deliverance will be set upon the men who keep God's COMMANDMENTS, who revere His LAW, and who REFUSE the MARK of the BEAST or of his IMAGE. God-has-revealed-what-is-to-take-place-in-the =57= LAST-DAYS." 5T:451-2.
(That entire Reference should be Read = the Title being: "THE COMING CRISIS" = and this shows the 3-fold Union now being formed = A=B=C. (A) Adventist Head + not the Tail. (B) Billy Graham Evangelical Body. Key '73. Where (C) CATHOLICS came in - in the Fall of '73 to make up the TAIL of the Great Red Dragon. Now they are being Trained in SLIGO-ANDREWS by the EXORCISTS-SPIRITUALISTS.) 

"...so may this APOSTASY be a SIGN to us... that the Angel of Mercy is about to take her flight, never to return... THE MARK OF DELIVERANCE will be set upon the men (who Sigh and who Cry for all these ABOMINATIONS.) 5T:451-2. A5:390. "THE FINAL TEST...the SEAL of the LIVING GOD." GC 613. "Especially in the CLOSING WORK...in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000." 3T:266-7. 

"...the IMAGE of the Beast...THIS IS THE TEST, the people of God must have BEFORE they are SEALED." 7BC 976, 1890. 

These are RMS = and none but the TWICE DEAD can fail to understand that the MARK of the BEAST+ the SEAL of GOD = run concurrently. 

I hope you do not take this amiss but as I was going thru EW I saw this statement: "...when the MIDNIGHT CRY was finished...1844..." EW 42-3. Could it be that these Messages are repeated in-their-Order = the 'midnight cry' will give Power to the 4th. Angel?... Yours in Christ Jesus. Lucy Turner, 13 Gaftland Road, Eelestone, 6111 W.A. (The letter closes with a Testimony in favor of CHARCOAL and what it will do for severe Indigestion. SM 2:298. It seems many Vegetarians lose the:"lining of the Stomach" which we have restored by putting them on white Fish = but an Adventist Doctor did it for her with real dinky dye Kelp... the name is Gaviscon.) (Does Kelp have vit.A?)

(Anyone wanting some CAMOMILE HERB = one of the most beautiful + dainty Herb Teas. Most people use 4 Times too much, try it till you get the Balance. I hated to see it go to waste so I harvested it = but-it-is-not pure. It is mixed with SWEET GRASS + other HERBS. All good - use it as is. But you might pick out the Stinkweed pods. They may not improve the flavor.)

Some Parents are down-right Rude = others have learned to keep quiet when the Children are Talking.

CBC-RADIO NEWS. 12 noon. June 26, 1975. SANKA-BRTM. 

Frighteningly HIGH incidence of CANCER in Test Animals due to CHEMICAL used for de-caffination. WORSE THAN COFFEE. Ralph Nader. JUNK the SDA Soya + Gluten + Crisco also. Along with their Uriah =58= Smith doctrines. EW 82-3.
Mary Rock Smith phone call = from California = July-25. "Well = I finally got around to make that SURVIVAL CAKE = I threw in everything but the Kitchen-Sink. You can't ruin that Cake!"

JUST-IN-TIME! I was going to send out ALL the Publications on hand = just in Time I made up "SOUVENIR PACKETS" and Bro. Davis counted 18 we had Printed in 18 months! These "SOUVENIR PACKETS" are going so fast = I am now making up another Batch = not all 18 = but as many as we can for all New Names that write in. Send-for-one.

Greetings Elder Hoehn: May 24, 1975.

Elder = of all the Gifts of the Holy Spirit = there is none so Holy as Godly true DISCERNMENT in the cause of His Truth... Elder Hoehn = at Grotheer's meetings at Ireland's home = I was deeply impressed = that this Gentleman really did not know pure Holy Truths for these Crisis Hours= I felt most Sad = why because he was addressing (17) strangers he never met before. He spoke the whole Evening to them - but did not Prepare them for the pure Mark of Truth. No indeed. He is not one with our Company.

His sermon was too much on events = year of (1967) = I was sick at heart for the souls who came - it sure was a disappointment... this Gentleman must believe he is SAVED as he said he expected to see JONES in Heaven!... Something heavy hung over me for a long Time.... I am most Sorry I did not interrupt him more than I did. I thank + praise the Lord I was able to be there and do what I did...

One of the most marvelous things in all this entire World = is seeing Souls accept this straight narrow Path Way of pure Truth.

How can Grotheer say the SDA Church was weighed in the Balances in 1967 and found Wanting = yet in 1975 = 8 years after being rejected "as a corporate Body" = God is trying to find a group of people (144,000!) in that Church??? to finish the work. How crazy can that man be? No one needs to work for a Church that is WEIGHED + found WANTING! That Church has been "finished" for a long Time.

Did you notice this, Elder = (the midnight cry) The ones who give it are-not-part-of-the-Virgins! I sure did not know this Truth = amazing indeed.... we need more Elijahs everywhere over the Land in the Fields of Labor.

Dear Lord = help us all. Madelyn Lewis, 3850 Ridge Rd, NE Cortland, Ohio. 44410.


Today being appointed unto all men to square accounts with Caesar = 59=
thought I'd write you instead + give some encouragement ...
Have been reading your "Research for '75" = #310 = and have found it most valuable (also #311, 307 ANTI-
CHRIST SPECIAL) = The SDA Church has come a long way
DOWN-HILL, and, as John Billings said: "everything seems
greased for the occasion."
... Was sorry to have missed you when you were here at Plymouth...
The majority still cling to the big organization. (a NEW organization)
SM 1:204. SM 2:390. and cannot part with their associ-
ates = EW 69.... to jar them loose will take nothing
less than a National persecution... but then it may be
too late = for they will not have formed the CHARACTER
necessary to carry them through. Yours in Service to
our Master. FRED ALSETH, Rt.2, Box 15, Plymouth, Calif.
95669:

FROM A MISSIONARY =

THE FRUIT + VEGETABLE DILEMMA =

For the sake of simplification we shall list all foods
as positive or negative or neutral + we will call acids
positives + sugars negatives + neutrals starch, proteins,
oils. Exceptions would be fruits, mellons, pumpkin,
squash, etc. that contain sugar but no acid.

For further simplification we will use just a few foods
to illustrate,

A true fruit, bananas, oranges, apples, strawberries,
pineapple, grapes. A true fruit is both positive + nega-
tive when fully ripe.

POSITIVES - ACIDS = are lemons, rhubarb, sour cherries,
tomatoes, anything that predominates in acids is positive.

NEGATIVES - SUGARS = are mellons, papayas, pumpkin,
squash, many fruits, not true fruits fall into this
category especially in the tropics. (The American pawpaw,
breadfruit.)

NEUTRALS = olives, avacado, beans, grains, bananas, and
bread fruit when green, when ripe the bread fruit is
very sweet and contains no acid so would be listed under
negatives. (Also eggplant.)

And so any true fruit ought not be mixed with vegetables
and remember squash, pumpkin, grains, nuts. The cucumber
is a neutral and an exception to the rule of neutral. It
is a much better combination with vegetables than fruit,
if put into good brine of citric acid lemon + salt it
can get by with fruit but not by itself. ACIDS = POSITIVES.

NEGATIVES = SUGARS.
SOUR-GRAPES DEPT. = "TELE-NOTES" Dec. 1954. FAITH FOR TODAY = to be Popular with Babylon and the mighty Prince thereof = give them what they already have = CHRISTMAS!

THAT = goes in the Waste-Basket. Garbage.

April 17, 1975.

Dear Bro, Hoebn.

... a remedy for hemorrhoids. The simplest I know of is a simple injection of about 1/2 cup of coal oil into the rectum every night at bedtime. Then put a pad on so the oil will not leak out + stain the sheets. You also mention soft rubber-plastic gloves. There are simple finger cots which work just as well + are disposable.

Removing a cyst. There is a simple cyst called a wen. Many people have these on their back. They are like a blackhead only they are full of a hardened material instead of being soft like a blackhead or boil, and are usually painless. This simple cyst can be made to regress by simply rubbing it 3 X a day with castor oil. Don’t wipe off the oil - it takes a while but these will disappear....

You mention the Midnight Cry. I believe it has already begun.... Suddenly all over the Christian world, people who have been silent = are questioning the Ministry. There are two answers. (1) Peace + safety. Jer. 6:9-17. Jer. 7:4, 10. (2) Or else = "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye OUT to meet Him!" Matt. 25:6.

Notice v.9 which comes just before this v.11.

"Babylon is fallen" v.10.... Your Sister in Christ,

Catherine G. Curtis D.C. 7780 Old Honcut Rd.
Oroville, Calif. 95965.

EVEN THE POPE ADMITS THE TIMES IN WHICH WE LIVE ="On the eve of the fourth World Synod of Bishops, Pope Paul VI stunned a Vatican audience with an ominous declaration when he said, "the church is in difficulty = the church seems destined to die." NEWSWEEK. Nov. 4, 1974. p. 69.

If your name can be mentioned in a Report = PLEASE SAY SO! Minister’s wives write to me = I may not know who they are till Years later. Others may be embarrassed to have their names mentioned. SO PLEASE SAY SO! It helps.

I made the accusation that the LELIA S. WILKINSON literature put out by FELIX KIESSLING = was FOLLOWING THE RDB AWAKENING. (Also other "Reform" writers such as SCHIMPF.) Do not see the DANGERS in the AWAKENING DOCTRINES.

AND AI FRIEND.

It is kind of nice to hear that I am + was = RIGHT!
It is kind of nice to have a letter from LELIA S. WILKINSON to a Sister in Africa - that I am = RIGHT!
Dear Sr. in Africa:  

Feb. 11, 1975.

I received your letter of Feb. 3 and was glad to hear from you, but I must say I was surprised at what you told me about someone who knows me and you writing to you about me. Now I ask you please tell me the name of the person that presumes to know what I believe... I began teaching a class in Sab. School at 18, and taught S.S. Classes for 45 years, also taught lessons on how to give Bible studies. Was appointed Bible Teacher by the Church. So I believe in the original fundamental teachings of the S.D.A. Church as Mrs. White taught it in harmony with the Bible. But as I studied I found that the Church was not teaching as it used to so instead of using the teaching material the Conf. sent me, I made up my own studies on certain subjects... (Lists various teachings)...

At first Brinsmead at first taught all this, but when he went to talk with the Gen. Conf. men, they got him all addled, and a person couldn't make head or tail to what he wrote. I was told they had him hypnotized, and by the way he wrote I believe it. But remember I was teaching before he was born + never changed my belief, except to drop some teachings that were being brought in after Mrs. White died. They were being brought in before she died because she wrote what they were doing + warned the Church. So when Brinsmead came over here + some in the Church found that he and I were teaching alike on some subjects, of course they were certain that I got what I was teaching from him. So they tried to put me out of the Church but 75% of the members voted for me as they knew what I was teaching before they heard of B. But I think the story went all around the World... (That Story did not reach the Hoehn Research Library = I saw it absolutely on the strength of the teaching itself! So I was DEAD-ON wasn't I? That the Teaching was IDENTICAL! What better one to ADMIT it than herself! I like to be DEAD-ON! So perhaps I also see OTHER THINGS that the BLIND LABORIAN will see, if he ever sees it at all = come dragging along about 10 years TOO LATE! In the 7 Last Plagues.)

Al Friend is going to print a Tract for me... One of our ministers told me that every S.D.A. ought to read it... No, my dear Sister = I'm not + never was a Brinsmeadite, what ever that is. (and never was.)...

Lelia S. Wilkinson, Forest Grove, Oregon.

=62=
YOU SHOULD READ IT = "HOPELESS" Mental patients. Suffering from DEPRESSION = PARANOIA = ANXIETY. 7,000 mental patients put on a controlled 4-day Fast. Lose their split personality "SCHIZOPHRENIA" in 50 to 90% of Cases. Slowly introducing them to Food again = they discover what Foods make them HALLUCINATE once again = find out what they are especially ALLERGIC to = and cut these out of the Diet = PERMANENTLY. Corn, wheat, and Dairy products are the most offensive food items. It has been known for a long Time = that SUGAR + STARCHES top the List. For some reason not mentioned in this Article. It is probably the COMBINATION that gives the good "non-drinking-Christian" who turns up his Nose at the common Drunk = and himself walks around with an Alcoholic Blood-content GREATER or as GREAT = as the common Punch-Bowl Souse. "KNOW THYSELF!" before others know thee. I am not kidding at all when I say - those who fall for the FRED WRIGHT DOCTRINE = which I regard as the LOWEST on the List = (and always have) = the son of a Demented mother (who told me this? he said it on a Tape that I have! It runs in the Family! And the Cause and the Cure = is often between the Stove + the Sink. But this is the very Kind that are "COMPLETE!" "NOTHING WANTING!" and "IN ACTUAL FACT A DIVINE? HUMAN BEING!"") (I doubt if they are even HUMAN!)

TO CURE THAT ALMOST HOPELESS DISEASE = (A) Get a hour Blood-Sugar Test. (B) Read this Article in the NATIONAL ENQUIRER = July 29,1975. p.44. (C) Far, far = from kid-ding you = better than any Adventist "LIFE + DEATH" magazine = better than a stack of them from the Floor to the Ceiling = get this ONE "ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS GRAPEVINE" magazine = this AUGUST 1975 number better than 2 years of RSH = 50¢ or $5.00 a year. THE GRAPEVINE, PO Bx 1980, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017.

They have the HEART of the Third Angel's Message = how to OVERCOME = build a CHARACTER = send for this one = if you do not heartily agree = you need a PSYCHOSES OVER-HAUL = BAD! send it to me (the magazine for August 1975 = and I will gladly REFUNDA your 50¢.) Then you can go back to the Adventist Church shouting: "I AM SAVED!" (COL 154.) "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE." SICK = in Body + Mind = and know it not."I AM RICH...!!!"

A VERY FRANK QUESTION =

Are you HORRIFIED = ???(As Sr. White was = SM 2:17-60.) to hear some one say,"I AM COMPLETE!"(completely CRAZY!)

"If we say that we have NO SIN, we deceive ourselves, and the TRUTH = IS-NOT-IN-US." =63= LS 84. 5T:139.1T:338.
Hoehn Publications

Dear Sir:

I received your booklet, "SHADOWS OVER OUR CHURCH-ES" + feel constrained to answer you... If we look for DEFECTS in a person or a Church we will surely find them... I'm sure our General Conference brethren have, at times, exercised poor judgment + made poor investments with our Lord's money. BE-THAT-AS-IT-MAY = there is no reason for us to fix our eyes upon error... We shall not be held responsible... not to CONDEMN... but to RESTORE + HEAL... accuser of the Brethren... No time for another Movement... DEFECTIVE though it may be... His supreme regard... I don't want to receive any more literature from you... to tear down... loyal Seventh-day Adventists. Sincerely,

Mrs. Jessie Frisby, 525 W. Amerege, Fullerton, CA.

3 pages of this. What a good "DARK AGES" Catholic!
"They are following in the Tracks of ROMANISM!" TM 362.
Please take my name off your mailing List. Send nothing more. You are an Offshoot, finding fault rather than supporting God's work. Don't help the "Accuser of the Brethren." D.P. Harder, 4972 Sierra Vista Ave. Riverside, CA 92505.

SHAME!

Dear Sirs:

I have read through... I am appalled. May I direct you to Rev. 12:10 last part. Carefully consider that the blood of every person... will be upon your head. SHAME ON YOU !!! ... please repent... Gwen Falkner, Fieldon, Ill. 62031

Some who write in are very Polite. Others are "Hit + Run Drivers" = they hit you with ACCUSATIONS + CONDEMNATIONS which they avow should not be made = (then they make them!) and reiterate old Moth-Eaten FROM Traditions of the Elders, and abruptly sign off = send no more Literature!

Do you really think = that we are so Dumb = we have not heard your Laodicean Traditions 200 Times or more = ???
Do you not owe it to yourself to hear THE-OTHER-SIDE-JUST ONCE-IN-YOUR-LIFE? That we have Answers to every one of your ACCUSATIONS + CONDEMNATIONS? And what does ISAIAH - JEREMIAH = EZEKIEL = SR. WHITE = have to say about your "DUMB DOGS THAT REFUSE TO BARK?" "They that lead thee CAUSE thee to ERR = and they that are led of them are DESTROYED!" We cannot control all mailing lists = if by accident you hear from us again =64= kindly chuck it in the Waste Basket. Then you are FREE = and we also.
"ACCUSER OF THE BRETHREN" = WHO ARE THEY?

It is utterly impossible to be: "AN ACCUSER OF THE BRETHREN" = unless you FIND them! That is your FIRST priority BEFORE you can "ACCUSE" them! FIND THEM!

DO YOU MEAN = ???

[1] That Drug + Dope-Peddlers (legalized, of course!) are your "Brethren?" "I have been shown that MORE DEATHS have been CAUSED by DRUG-TAKING than from ALL OTHER CAUSES COMBINED." SG 3+4(center) 133. "This is MURDER = ACTUAL MURDER... guilty of MURDER...under the PRETENSE of GODLINESS... the DUPES...of SATAN." MM 139,142. 1885,1887.


[3] Would you claim this is the Church that Sr. White belonged to = ???

[4] Instead of obeying the Voice of God to get OUT of the Cities - they are going to "CIVIL DEFENSE" them! These are your "BRETHREN?"

[5] That MAXWELL BOOK = setting the Devil's Train on the Laodicean Track (EW 263,88) those are your BRETHREN? You DEFEND that Book? You will pay God's Tithe for that and wash your hands = you are INNOCENT of BLOOD?

[6] You agreed with JOINING BILLY GRAHAM + THE CATHOLICS in KEY '73 = ?? To give the "LOUD CRY?"

[7] You agree with the SDA Ministry inquiring of Ekron = how to EXORCISE Adventist DEMONS = ?? At SLIGO = ??

[8] You AGREED with them JOINING with Kiaser Bill and later with Adolph Hitler? And now with the JEWS? That MAXWELL BOOK is nothing but an ENGLISH-JEW concoction. The Call for a "ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT" and the Call for the "ANTI-CHRIST" in person!

These are your "BRETHREN?" You can HAVE them! As for me and who remains in my House - we will served the Lord.

COURAGE!

COURAGE! in the Lord! If you care to send me more literature then please do so. I need to listen + learn. ARKANSAS.

IN THE COMING DRAMA.

[1] The Elijah Message to an apostate Church and an apostate people that will support such an apostate Church. To the Tune of $500.00 a year EACH! GC 606-8.

[2] And then those Leaders will leave them holding the Bag = and desert them = joining BILLY GRAHAM FULLY in the soon-coming Drama, GC 608. 5T:463.

[3] TWO PARTIES FORM from a Company that were once one. WISE + FOOLISH = which one are you? =65= "COURAGE!"
Dear Bro. Hoehn:  
Feb. 12, 1975.

Thank you for your package of literature. Since childhood the teaching has been that Laodicea will be spued out, we must get in to Rev. 3:8. PHILADELPHIA. to be saved. Now the big-mouthed in the Church scream that Laodicea is the only church + will be taken to Heaven. The stupidity of some of these people make me sick. They run around in mini skirts + pants, no angels can be around such trash. Bro. Hoehn, their minds are made up, it seems there is no way of return.

The Bible teacher said it would not surprise him if some Sabb. the Lord of Heaven would walk down the aisle of their church. (Why = he must be one who actually BELIEVES that Maxwell Book! Shades of Spiritism!) People seem to be getting worse here. I have heard of Satan walking down the aisle. HOW TRUE = when you say, THE CHURCH is where THE TRUTH is. One SDA World Missionary and M.D. told us one Sabbath there are no more Conversions, only baptizing the world into the church. Sincerely,

Amelia Helmke, P.O. Bx 122, Meadow Vista, CA 95722.

Dear Bro. Hoehn:  
12/12/74.

Thank you so much for the nice thick community letters, very glad you are home at last, for I had thought you had forgotten us here in South Africa.

It seems as if your Trip thru out the States was a success + that the Lord's work is prospering. May God keep you well + fit till the End.

We are having a lot of rain lately + at the present moment it is raining (pouring.) It is now Summer in S.A. do you also have Summer now or Winter?

Dec. 12 = ??? Snow = Snow = Snow. Till April-May.

The more I study Sd. White's books, the more I'm convinced of it's grand Truths - and how people can be so blind = I cannot comprehend. Praise the Lord for His marvelous way in which He is revealing Truth to the true seeker.... Strange thing = as I study the quotations you give = in my books I have already marked them 7 years ago. (When I first came into the church.) But now I see much more. Christian Greetings to all the Beloved,

Olga Dykhorst, 21/9th. Ave., Melville, Johannesburg, S.A.

SORRY! So many people send me HEALTH NOTES that I cannot seem to Print, especially from Ann DeMichael. We have a veritable FLOOD of such material by people who put their whole LIFE into it. OUR FIRST PRIORITY is PREDICTIONS OF THINGS TO COME. 

=66= ORDER OF EVENTS.
Dear Elder Hoehn: May 12, 1975

Gerald K. Smith is having some underhanded work done within his organization, as some of his best men are getting their heads on the block... If we are honest in what we do — we fear nothing... makes me happy to know a MILLIONAIRE is on the same footing when his time to go... life is gone in seconds... Well, this is just a passing mind-cleansing... a long soap-box to nowhere... yet Time marches on. Christian Friendship.

Ted Popielak, 9557 Marysville Road, Ostrander, Ohio. 43061. (Will be approved by Censor.)

NOTICE = ADDRESS MAILING STICKERS = 1,000 = $1.00.
USE THEM = YOU WOULD BE SURPRISED HOW MUCH IT HELPS.
ALSO = WE MAY BE ABLE TO READ YOUR ADDRESS =
TWO BROTHERS, Inc. PO Box 662, St. Louis, Missouri. 63155.

Dear Elder Hoehn: Jan. 12, 1975

We received your Tapes last Thursday... we can't see or understand all that Gal. 4:4-5 as Bro. Digitale interprets them... we can't see what he is trying to bring out, but, we had no trouble whatsoever in understanding your interpretation of those verses. Isn't he straying a bit from what it really means? We can't see eye to eye with him about its being so important in getting papers out on Gal. 4:4-5, and on other things as being a must or a "first" in the order of things... if the people have not learned how to strive to develop a CHARACTER that will gain them an entrance into the Kingdom?

And how can he miss the importance of exposing these false teachings, writings, etc., that are being printed, spoken from the pulpits... if allowed to remain in people's thoughts will obstruct the Path for the true Light + the real Truth to enter in? (EW 124-5.)

If you have a sponge saturated with dirty scrub-water, and you want to use it again, or some more, but with clean water = your surely going to have to get rid of, or squeeze out the dirty water first to let the clean enter or soak in, and the minds of the people have to be cleared of all this debris that has been absorbed over too long a period of time. It will no doubt take time + patience, kindness and persevering EFFORT in getting these important Truths across to these people who have been slumbering because their ministers have not been awake enough themselves to prepare an arousing sermon that will make them sit up in their pews + take notice! Bro. Digitale brings out some very good points, and we enjoyed his Tape very much, but,
INDIA = we lost your Letter. Write again =
(Continuing the Letter:)
but, we feel he is rather "set" on what should go out to
the people first... He does know his Testimonies very
well... Before I forget, that Russian Choir was just
beautiful!....

Goldie Popielak.

ANOTHER LETTER = 4/7/75:
"... the results of the past, these are stepping
stones that will build up for the future, you have given
much that I believe has not been digested + spoon fed
to a lot of people, since some do not study + it takes
time to it, and also to analyze to be accepted + proved
to a doubting mind as most of us have, many of us are
children with growing pains + spoiled. We also had things
our way and don't want to change to another way of life
and thinking... Yet we must build on a sound foundation,
some have building stones, but need cement to seal those
cracks... then again stones that are not true to the
foundation must be made over or rejected. We are always
rebuilding, and hoping for the better as only we can
erase doubts from our minds... the truths are there if
we do not let the mind wander into other channels. We
need teachers who will give us assurance + direction...
the WATTS REVIEW is a lot of DYNAMITE, but it must be
studied in gradual time. I think Elder Hoehn = take a
breather, go over some things - review + relax to new
avenues of approach to the problems before you...
discard the dead wood, as I read in Ezekiel 15... well, Goldie will write.... excuse the Soap-Box...
in Christian Love... Ted Popielak.

Dear Elder:

April 3, 1975

Tell us more in detail about the Ann DeMichael
Dream of the Work for Adventists coming to a sudden End =
as we take an about turn and work for the World....

HOW TO SQUELCH THE GREAT MULTITUDE IDEA =
(1) As it was in the Days of Noah. Gen.7:1.
(2) Matt. 24:37-39. ...so in the days of the Coming.
(3) Luke 18:8. ...shall He find Faith on the Earth?
(4) The voice of History, no MULTITUDES were ever on the
right side of ANYTHING. Truth has never been popular
and never will be in this present World.
(5) "... FAITH will then be almost EXTINGUISHED." EGW.
(6) The MULTITUDES are on the Broad Road to Perdition.
The FEW on the straight + Narrow Path to Salvation.
(7) CONCLUSION = MULTITUDES will be in the Harlot Church.

=68= from an Elder.
i would like to give this German brother's name from Australia - but I do not know if he would want me to =
again I say = PLEASE STATE in your first Letter if your
name can be used. We give first priority to such Letters.

Dear Brother Huhn:

Thank you very much for your last literature I enjoy reading it especially the thoughts on 'Cancer.'
There is no way of curing it as far as I know that book THE GRAPE CURE you do mention might be good but as you state
yourself it is a very slow way + here you cannot buy grapes all the time. I wish I could get hold of U.S. Literature
dealing with this subject because there are many S.D.A.
dying (sterben) also on Cancer in spite of Vegetarians...

I believe I sent you one or two Cancer Journals = there
you will find a FLOCK of BOOKS on the Subject. And every
responsible human being should get that Magazine without fail. And do you get the PREVENTION Magazine? And now we
find the TOBE BOOKS are TOPS-TOPS-TOPS.

CANCER NEWS JOURNAL, Box 707, Solana Beach, Calif. 92075.
$1.00 each. $10.00 a year.

NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION BULLETIN, PO Box 688, 212 West
Foothill Blvd., Monrovia, Calif. 91016. $8.00 membership.

LET'S LIVE, 444 North Larchmont Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif
90004. $7.50 per year. 75¢ each.

HERALD OF HEALTH, PO Box 552, Mount Ayr, Iowa, 50854
50¢ each. $5.00 a year.

TOBE BOOKS, St. Catherine, Ont. Canada, L2R 7C9

WOLFSON BOOK (his latest = "HEALING") A1 WOLFSON, PO Box
987, Kaunakakai, Hawaii, 96748. ($5.00 or 3 for $10.00.)

PREVENTION MAGAZINE. 33 East Minor St., Emmaus, Pa. 18049
70¢ each. $6.85 a year. (Order from TOBE for special Rate.)

(Now to continue the Brother Huhn letter:)(Helmut Schulz.)

"...you have asked me for F.T.W. printings. As it is I
did dump the whole lot + long before... please find includ-
ed 2 Australian Dollars to offset your mailing fee, here is
nothing new, the Church sleeps on as usual, the Fred Wright
movement is Christless + loveless + has no influence what-
ever in South Australia. Up comes Garner Ted Armstrong...
Yours with Christian Greetings to all.... AUSTRALIA. Schulz.

Dear Brother Huhn: May 14, 1975.

I received your last package of literature + spent
the greater part of Sabbath reading it. And I did Taugh
about the Doctor who didn't want to go to Heaven - so he
could go to Hell. I do not know all these people that you
write about. They are of a different generation than I...
"...You mentioned that the General Conference said you were very Bitter. I thought of Ministry of Healing p. 258 that beautiful poem Marah + Elim.

My experience with Drugs + with Seventh-day Adventists has been a Bitter one = Bitter as Gall. But I am not bitter. I have guarded myself that there is no root of bitterness. Having been exploited by S.D.A. + given love in return. "T'was Marah Yesterday." To-day 'Tis Elim."

There are some things that God hates. He hates everything that mars His handiwork = man. He hates Pride. Of all the soul Diseases it is the most malignant = the most pernicious = the most difficult to cure. to Eradicate...

Every good wish to you and "Vaya Con Dios." (God with you) = Spanish... Norman Govern. (Nurse + Physical Therapist.) 495 North Martin Lane, Banning, Calif. 92220. STOP = THINK! Know your Doctors = Beware of Narcotics = Sleeping Tablets = Tranquilizers.

Many S.D.A. flee to the Mountains for Refuge who have never fled to the Sure Refuge. (God.)

GRAFFITTS. (or just Fits?) 1 of every 4 Americans is mentally ill!! if 3 of your friends are O.K. = you're in Trouble!! = McNaught Syndicate Inc. = Mucho Loco.

IF YOU DON'T WANT THE TRUTH = OF THE 144,000 =
YOU'RE IN MUCHO TROUBLE = !!! HERE'S WHY =

If you think for one Moment = that 144,000 = all 12 Tribes rolled into one = come from that Tribe of Judah = like the Jews thought of their Holy City = (including the Reformers = the Disciples of Jesus) = then your Eyes + your Hopes will be on that Unholy City = they will Win in their War against the Romans (in the Loud Cry) = then you cannot Flee = you will be TRAPPED with them = that Unholy City will prove your Visitation also. 5T:209-211. DOOMSDAY-FOR-ADVENTISM! 5T:72-84. 6T:426.

But if you are WISE = to them + the 16 Virgin Parable = then you will FLEE as you Obey the Voice of the Bride + the Bridegroom: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" There is = (as History is Repeated) = no other Salvation offered.

Don't be a Fool! The Foolish Virgins went the wrong Way! And a "Companion of Fools will be Destroyed... Destroyed for lack of Judgment." No, it is NOT by FAITH "ALONE" = but "ADD to your Faith... KNOWLEDGE!" "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!" READ that Maxwell Book and see what you think of that = for an ABOMINATION! THE OMEGA of Apostasy! Why is CHURCH + REFORM (Pharisees + Sadducees) so QUIET about that BOOK? =70= Have they signed a Death-Pact?
My dear Brother in Christ:

Thanking you for interesting Community Letters, plus Tape on Armageddon. Well done! I nearly died of a heart attack when you came to the part about the Sligo Church and Andrews University ministry taught by an EXORCIST. May God have mercy on them, how could they = the only Church that had so much warning Light = the Spirit of Prophecy books, (which no other denomination has), turn to the other Denominations for guidance in this crisis Hour! That God is so merciful to put up with this is past my understanding, and that they are so Blind that they cannot see the perils of what they are getting into, astounds me. I was so upset, not so much for the FADS in the Conference but that they go to the gods of Baal and Ekron. Woe = Woe = unto them!... Please send me a paper from the man who drove out the Devil out of that S.D.A. woman. They will not believe me if they don't read it for themselves = and some will still deny it.... I hear old Fred Wright (Wrong) will be preaching here on 5th. July. Did you hear that Kiesslins have gone away from Bankheads place, they wouldn't let them go, so the old people had to call the Sheriff.... Poor souls....

Kindest Regards.... Africa.

I advised Kiesslins to move - it was the only way. Glad they did. No matter who is Right or who is Wrong - the Tension must be broken. The Bible teaches SEPARATION. I am sure all will be Happier now. To each his own.

NOW ABOUT THAT EXORCIST = I want it very clearly understood. He is not boasting in his Paper about EXORCISING a DEMON out of this SDA Woman, he said this in his Talk. So if you want to pin that down = SEND to him for his TAPES of THAT MEETING. Then if you want to send me the TAPES (or anyone who will do this =) we can then Print it unless there is always the Legal Questions that come up = are the Tapes COPYRIGHTED? I think he surrounds himself with COPYRIGHTS. So perhaps it is just as well our Eye-Witness reported it as a Religious Free-Lance Reporter.

As to making a Laodicean "BELIEVE!" = they will "BELIEVE" everything = in the 7 Last Plagues. ["But the Wicked shall DO wickedly: and NONE of the Wicked shall UNDERSTAND; but the WISE shall UNDERSTAND." Dan.12:10. PK 516. Hosea 4:14.]

And the WISE will LEAVE the wicked for a Companion of FOOLS will be Destroyed = Destroyed for want of Judgment.

ONE LAST WORD ABOUT THAT = if you would write and find out which TAPE or TAPES have that SLIGO LECTURE = all we have to do is tell any Doubter to write + buy the Tape.
BEFORE YOU FINISH THIS PAPER = DO NOT FORGET THIS ONE
FOR OUR FRIENDS IN GERMAN REFORM =

"ENOCH... was a representative of the Saints living amid
the perils + corruptions of the Last Days. For his faith-
ful OBEDIENCE to God, he was TRANSLATED. So, also, those
who are ALIVE + REMAIN, who are faithful, will be TRANSL-
No way do those words include any that come from the
Grave.

GET THIS IN THIS "BULLETIN BOARD" ALSO =

INCONTESTABLE DEDUCTIONS PROVEN BY TIME + EXPERIENCE =

You learn Nothing = except you Teach it.
While you count the Cost = if your Membership
should be Lost = the Light flickers, grows dim =
goes out = and another Soul is Lost = your own.

"Arise, shine; for thy LIGHT is come, and the Glory of
the Lord is risen upn thee." To those who go OUT to meet
the Bridegroom is this MESSAGE given." COL 420. 1900.

"Let those who have a KNOWLEDGE of the Truth arise
and shine. "CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT = lift up thy voice
like a Trumpet" (Isa 58:1). No longer MUTILATE the

"The WHEAT + TARES grow up TOGETHER until the HARVEST,
the END of the World. THEN the TARES are bound in
Bundles to be BURNED, and the WHEAT is GATHERED into
the garner of God." THEN SHALL THE RIGHTEOUS SHINE FORTH
as the Sun in the Kingdom of their Father." COL 75.

To see the TARES growing up together with the WHEAT =
then to see the Time of SEPARATION between the WISE

BELIEVE THIS ALSO =

You appreciate Nothing = unless you Pay for it.
NEVER = has there been such an onslaught of DARKNESS =
we can dispel the gross DARKNESS = with LIGHT =
Those who are "INDIFFERENT" and "CARELESS" = go their
usual Rounds = pay God's good Tithe for HUSKS in the
prepared TROUGH = couldn't-care-less =
"INDIFFERENT" + "CARELESS" and the Angels of God LEAVE
them to the Deceptions that they "LOVE" = this is the
STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans. 1T:180-2.

Ann DeMichael, 2924 Penny Lane, Youngstown, Ohio 44515
tells us the Piggy-Bank went dry with the last $500.00
Order for Paper = there is a Paper Shortage coming up
with Strikes all across Canada. =72=


We should Order = $1,000.00 more = right now!

**TAPE LIBRARY** = we have worked for Weeks = for Months = making Tapes of "EVENTS" in their Order = for the first Time in History = we have the Truth about ARMAGEDDON.

And why the Church = at such a Time as this = has clamped down on the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST" and on the real Truths of the 144,000 = and why they are OBEYING Rev.16:13-4 = as they JOIN with Billy Graham + the Catholics in KEY '73. "So apostasy IN-THE-CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the Beast." GC 444.

By passing the Autumn Council Resolution to teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches = R&H. Dec.18,1969.(20)

What is predicted in GC 444-5 to come NEXT = ??? Did you know that "FORCE" that Adventists + Reformers have been looking for = did you know that "FORCE" comes LAST = ???

Did you know that the SEALING is DONE + OVER = before Uriah Smith's "FORCE?"

WE DO NOT KNOW = if we will make it Right = but we Hope to make a MASTER-TAPE on "EVENTS" = "EXORCISM" of Adventist "DEMONS" being done NOW! And the whole Mess to End up in "ARMAGEDDON." (And not Grothner's version of it, either. For his Vienna masters would not let him tell the Truth = about Anything! Nor Hudson, nor Al Friend, nor Wieland + Short, who "often ate Lunch together" at some CIA-JESUIT COLLEGE so they could Hamstring all Reform. Break up all Organization but their own.)

DO YOU WANT TO LOAN THAT TAPE = ??? There has been nothing like it ever produced = because never before did we have the *staggering* Data of "EVENTS" as we understand the deep prophetic significance of what happened in the Adventist World = FAR BEYOND 1957 and the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book. Now going with the Speed of Lightning.

WRITE to Sr. Ann for the Loan of a Tape. She has just Phoned me (August 11,1975) that she is ready to make them as soon as I send the Master-Copy. (We were reluctant to add to her busy Schedule = but to save Duty we can now have them made in the States. By the Time you receive this = she should have a Supply ready. An Offering for the TAPE-FUND will be appreciated.) (Tithe can be used for this. Tithe is for NOTHING but the TRUTH. Give not that which is Holy to the DUMB DOGS who only know:"PEACE + SAFETY" while Sudden Destruction is right upon THEM! =73= '5T:211. TM 233.)
AN HOUR TO REFLECT— as I read the
"Christian Beacon" by Carl McIntire for Dec. 25, 1975 =
(Courtesy of Ann DeMichael) = and I see the DIALOGUE-
COLLOQUIALISM going on in "The Gathering of the Gods"
of Christians, Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, Sikhs, Hindus,
Atheists and other Pagan Cults to the WCC ASSEMBLY in
the DARK CONTINENT in NAIROBI = their Holy Deliberations
in early December, 1975 = followed by violent eruptions
as more Blood is spilled to bring about the "BROTHERHOOD
OF MAN" = COMMUNIST STYLE = WCC STYLE =

It reminds me of the steady Beat of the FROOM VODOO-
DRUMS = calling on us all to be "SILENT" and not "FIND
FAULT" with his ECUMENICAL PROGRAMMES =

When it is the Message of Rev. 18 to come APART and be
ye SEPARATE = which Message is now Taboo in all Quarters
as the "BANNER OVER US IS LOVE!" The Slogan of the
HEPPENSTALLS = "LOVE UNLIMITED!" The Ethic of a HARLOT.
The Bible says = "LOVE NOT..............!" Lest ye partake
of her DISEASE = and receive of her PLAGUES.

LOVE = as FAITH: is DIRECTIVE + SELECTIVE. It also never
sets its pure Foot outside of TRUTH.

SORRY! That I keep forgetting to leave an EMPTY PAGE for
Notes. Fold a Sheet of Paper and slip that in as a Page-
maker as well as for taking Notes. Be sure and mark on
that sheet = what Publication # it belongs in.

IN THIS MAILING = will be sent the full "EXORCISM PACKET"
to those only on the Regular List = otherwise you must
WRITE for it. We made 1,000 copies of PUBLICATION #312 =
JONES + WAGGONER 1888. But of the WAGGONER CONFESSIONAL
we have only 500 = and of the BOB LARSON Papers far LESS
than that. So we will require you to WRITE SPECIAL for
that LARSON Paper.

TO SOME OF YOU = who have a burden for those we have CUT
OFF THE MAILING LIST = you can send for EXTRA COPIES of
#312 = and YOU send it to them in YOUR NAME = they are
OFF our List and remain OFF our List = unless they write.

TO SOME = we may send a Copy of this or other Papers =
IF THEIR NAME is mentioned here. And if they send us their
Papers - we send them ours. With some exceptions. We are
NOT to go to the LEADERS OF ERROR = "I saw that our Message
was NOT to the Shepherds who had led the Flock astray, but
to the poor hungry, scattered Sheep." PT 64. RH A1:21.

=74=
The Holy Adventist Cow will require a lot of patching up after the Starvation Diet she has been submitted to.

**COW FEED.**

SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE = March 1966. Leroy Edwin Froom avowed we will teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches "...the things wherein we DIFFER...is PAST, definitely PAST. And that is as it should be." p.10. FROOM. (SAME.) April 1966. "Seventh-day Adventists...are not INNOVATORS...We are not discoverers of what is NEW, but recoverers of what is OLD + TRUE. (From CATHOLICS + others). Ours is therefore not an INVENTION, but a RETENTION of what others have let slip." FROOM. p.30. (SAME.) May 1966. "Christianity Today" and Billy Graham, are calling "devout Leaders" of all EVANGELICALS including SDA EVANGELICALS to the most important Meeting in the History of the Christian Church to Plan for KEY '73.....all SDA Ministers should "pray" for the success of this Berlin, Germany "WORLD CONGRESS." Roy A. Anderson. p.10. (SAME.) June 1966. "If in expectation of a larger prophetic role amid these trends Adventists should gird up their evangelistic loins they would find themselves IN STEP with OTHER EVANGELICALS...BILLY GRAHAM, the nation's best-known EVANGELICAL...IN A COMMON CRUSADE." "TO MAKE COMMON CAUSE." Howard B. Weeks. LLY-PR Dept. p.18-21. R&H. Dec.18,1969. AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION: "...to create a public IMAGE...reach the MULTITUDES...To place emphasis on the NONCONTROVERSIAL TRUTHS (such as WHAT?) shared IN COMMON with all Christianity." p.20.

**PREDICTION.**

EGW: "So apostasy in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST... A World's CONVENTION! EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, and universal creed...IN COMMON...then Protestant America will have formed AN IMAGE." GC 444-5.
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